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C hapter 1

Introduction and R eview

The most common injury sustained during rear-impact car accidents is whiplash. Dur
ing impact, the target vehicle is accelerated forward, while the occupant remains static 
due to  inertia. Force is then applied to  the occupant’s torso and shoulders from the 
car seats, causing them  to translate while the head remains static resulting in forced 
extension of the neck. Following extension, the head’s inertia is overcome and is accel
erated forward. The neck is then forced into flexion to  increase the acceleration of the 
head and retain its initial position. This is referred to  as the whiplash mechanism.

W hiplash is the number one soft tissue injury sustained during automobile acci
dents. A release by the Insurance Bureau of Canada (IBC) in 2000 stated th a t 70% 
of the auto insurance claims for Atlantic Canada were due to  soft tissue injury [1]. A 
similar result was reported by Lubin et. al. [2] where the authors found th a t more 
than  half of motor vehicle accident insurance claims in Canada resulted from whiplash 
injuries. Although whiplash related disorders can occur in frontal or rear impacts, 
85% of these disorders occur in rear impact situations [3]. Also, 65% of whiplash 
claims occur after low velocity impacts, [4]. Low velocity impact is defined as changes 
in velocity under 9 km /hr. Based on these statistics, more than half of the reported 
cases of whiplash resulted from low-velocity rear-impacts. W hiplash injury to  the 
neck is often considered a significant factor for development of temporomandibular 
disorders (TMD) [5]. It has been speculated th a t during impact, the immediate hy
perextension of the cervical spine causes rotation of the cranium leading to a rapid, 
involuntary, inverted m outh opening as the mandible remains relatively fixed while 
the cranium and maxilla move away ([6],[7]).

To obtain a better understanding of whiplash and related disorders, researchers 
have investigated ways to measure the body’s kinematic response during im pact. Sub
stantial research into the development and implementation of motion analysis systems

1
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1. In trod u ction  and R eview 2

capable of determining kinematic variables has aided this effort. Many of these mo
tion analysis systems have stemmed from biomechanics research such as aiding people 
with spinal cord injuries, improving sport performance, or monitoring a patient’s re
habilitation. Although these systems were originally developed for a specific purpose, 
the principles they are based upon can be applied to  other areas. For this reason 
many of these systems have found other applications after their conception.

Rear impact analysis systems have typically been focussed on monitoring the kine
matics of the head and torso. However, the association between whiplash and TMD  
[5-9], has led to  interest in measuring jaw movement. In this thesis, a motion analysis 
system for the purpose of measuring head and jaw kinematics during low-velocity rear- 
impact will be presented and tested. Because the principles of this system are not 
solely based on research from previous crash studies, but also from other applications, 
the literature review was not confined to impact research.

1.1 M otion  A nalysis System s

A number of different approaches have been taken in the study of motion. However, 
the systems developed for this purpose can mostly be grouped into two categories: 
optic, or sensors. Since optical systems require an unobstructed view, and are limited 
to  measuring a pre-described volume, their use in crash test analysis requires some 
restrictions. Typically studies th a t involve the use of high speed cameras also require 
modification of the vehicles used, which reduces the realism of the study. Also, these 
systems tend to be quite expensive. Therefore, the review will primarily focus on 
sensor based systems; their development will be presented chronologically.

1.1 .1  A ccelerom eter  B a sed  S ystem s

One of the earliest studies of the motion associated with whiplash was done with a  two- 
dimensional accelerometer based system by Mertz [10]. Mertz showed th a t through 
specific placement of four linear accelerometers angular acceleration, angular velocity 
and translational acceleration of a body, which is assumed to  be rigid, could be found. 
The accelerometers were arranged in orthogonal pairs and attached to the subject so 
th a t two axes, one from each pair, were in-line, while the other two were parallel and 
separated by some distance. Angular acceleration was then found by subtracting the 
two parallel signals and dividing by the distance between them, while angular velocity 
was found through integration, and translational acceleration was found by applying
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1. In trod u ction  and R eview 3

the point acceleration equation. Veltink et. al. [11] used this approach to  infer knee 
joint acceleration and quadricep torque of a freely swinging leg. Nusholtz et. al. [12] 
used a similar accelerometer set-up, bu t different mathematical approach, to measure 
the force deflection of an anthropomorphic test device (crash dummy) interacting with 
a passenger airbag. By fixing a configuration of two orthogonal accelerometer pairs 
on a flat disk, as shown in Figure 1.1, to the subject, Nusholtz was able to measure 
angular velocity directly. The disk and subject were considered to  be in the same 
fixed frame. This was done by first determining the tangential velocity along the disk 
surface, which involved short duration integration of tangential acceleration to  find 
direction, and then applying the equation lo =  where r is the radius of the disk.

Y2

V

X, Y - - Global Reference Frame
I, J - - Body-Fixed Reference Frame
X1, Y1 and X2, Y2 - - Accelerometer Sensitive Axis (Arrays)

Figure 1.1: A disk translating and rotating in two dimensions with two bi-axes
attached, adapted from [8]

Morris [13] extended the ideas presented by Mertz to  measure the kinematics of 
the shank during normal human gait with a five uniaxial accelerometer configuration, 
translational accelerations were measured in all three planes (coronal, sagittal and 
transverse), while rotation was monitored in two planes (coronal and sagittal). These 
planes are shown in Figure 1.2. To measure transverse rotations would have required 
an additional accelerometer, but because this rotation was expected to  be small, it was 
not included. All velocity and position information was found through integration, 
which lead to  drifting of the signals with time. Morris reduced the drift problem by
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1. In trod uction  and R eview 4

assuming tha t the acceleration at the beginning and end of each stride was equal al
lowing each stride to  be integrated individually over a shorter time period. Becker et. 
al. [14] took a similar approach to measure human response to  impact acceleration. 
His kinematic sensors consisted of six accelerometers arranged in a T-shaped 3-2-1 
configuration, as shown in Figure 1.3, where a triaxial, biaxial and uniaxial accelerom
eter was individually placed on the ends of the T. One of these devices was attached 
to a biteblock and held in the subjects mouth, while the other was attached to the 
first thoracic vertebrae to measure the three-dimensional response during impact.

C i  r *  j  i }  * n t

<

Figure 1.2: Anatomical planes, adapted from [15]

Kane et. al. [16] expanded on Morris and Becker’s research by developing an 
accelerometer system for measuring tennis racket forces during swing. The system 
consisted of four triaxial accelerometers, which were placed in a non-coplanar arrange
ment. Through knowledge of the vectors tha t connect the rackets center of mass 
(CM) to each accelerometer, and knowing tha t the points are non-coplanar, the CM 
acceleration was determined directly from linear accelerometer measurements. Also, 
because four triaxial accelerometers were used, twelve acceleration equations can be 
formed. Solving nine of the twelve equations provides numerical values for angular 
velocity and angular acceleration terms. This accelerometer configuration was also 

used by Hayes et. al. [17] for predicting forces in the knee.
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1. In trod uction  and R eview 5

X.1

X 1 y ! z  -- Triaxial Accelerometer Sensitive Axis 

X2jy 2 - - Biaxial Accelerometer Sensitive Axis 

X3 — Uniaxial Accelerometer Sensitive Axis

Figure 1.3: Becker 3-2-1 configuration, adapted from [14]

Another accelerometer based, six degree of freedom, motion analysis system was 
presented by Padgaonkar et. al [18]. The system, which is referred to  as a 3-2-2- 
2 configuration, involves a triaxial accelerometer being placed on the chosen origin, 
while biaxial pairs are attached some distance away perpendicular to  the sensitive axis’ 
of the triaxial. This arrangement is shown in Figure 1.4. Padgaonkar’s approach 
is less taxing to the data  acquisition system than Kane’s technique, since it only 
requires nine channels, but more so than  the system proposed by Morris. Although 
full kinematic description can be achieved with six acceleration measurements, which 
was employed by Morris and Becker, Padgaonkar used nine in an effort to develop 
a more stable system. In a six accelerometer configuration, the equations formed 
to  determine the angular acceleration vector rely on angular velocity measurements. 
In a practical situation, numerical integration would have to  be used to  obtain the 
necessary angular velocity terms and the resulting error would accumulate a t each 
tim e step leading to  inaccuracy. Liu [19] expressed similar concerns with the six 
accelerometer configuration. Padgaonkar’s addition of three accelerometers provides 
enough additional information to form three new equations which, when combined 
with the original ones, produce expressions not dependent on angular velocity. This 
technique has been used in impact studies by Mital et. al. [20], Chou et. al. [21] and 
Cholewicki et. al. [22]. Also, Nusholtz [23] presented a slightly different nine channel 
accelerometer system that was used to determine the three dimensional response of an 
anthropomorphic dummy during impact. He attached three triaxial accelerometers, 
which were arranged in a spherical configuration, to a dummy and full kinematics 
description was achieved. This system was an extension of his two-dimensional model 

discussed earlier.
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1. In trod u ction  and R eview 6

X,Y,Z - - Global Reference Frame 
x 1,2, y 1,2,3,4, ■21,3,4 - - Accelerometer Sensitive Axis'

Figure 1.4: 3-2-2-2 accelerometer configuration, adapted from [18]

Although the 3-2-2-2 system does eliminate the coupling and non-linear portions 
from the 6 accelerometer configuration, the structural arrangement of the sensors 
can lead to vibrational error during impact. Direct impact causes vibration of the 
body and since the accelerometers, which are attached to the body, are sensitive to 
vibration, this increases measurement error. An alternate accelerometer approach 
aimed at solving this problem was presented by Viano et. al. [24] in a study involving 
direct impact to the head of an anthropomorphic dummy. This technique, referred to 
as in-line accelerometry, involves measuring the translational acceleration of a point 
on the head with three uniaxial accelerometers, while the difference in translational 
acceleration at multiple points along the three body fixed axes are taken. Statistical 
methods, such as linear regression, are then used on the rows of accelerometers to 
determine the acceleration gradients along the axes. This technique can minimize 
effects of accelerometer noise for the determination of angular acceleration during 
severe impacts. Shea et. al. [25] used a two dimensional in-line approach to measure 
body segment trajectories of a hybrid III dummy during frontal impact.
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1. In trod u ction  and R eview 7

1.1 .2  R ed u ced  C om pu tation  A pproaches

Through application of Becker’s, Kane’s, Padgaonkar’s and Viano’s techniques, all 
kinematic variables can be derived. A more simplistic procedure for motion analysis, 
where full kinematic description may not be needed, was presented by Smidt et. al. 
[26]. A  system consisting of a single triaxial accelerometer and foot switches was 
used to  measure gait of subjects with tibio-femoral knee implants. The accelerometer 
was placed on the subjects belt with the three axes being parallel to the transverse, 
coronal and sagittal planes of the body. Footswitches were used to  determine when 
heel-strike, foot-flat, heel-off, and toe-off occurred and these phases were correlated 
with acceleration signals. Lafortune [27] also used a single triaxial accelerometer in 
a separate biomechanics study. Accelerations, along the three orthogonal axis of the 
tibia, were measured by inserting a pin, which had an accelerometer attached to it, 
into a healthy subjects tibia. Although accurate results were achieved with this 
technique, its invasive nature makes it infeasible for widespread use. Kumar et. 
al. [28] measured acceleration of a subject during low velocity frontal impacts with 
two triaxial accelerometers where one was placed on the subjects forehead, while the 
other was placed on the spine (in-line with the  shoulder). This system is limited to 
body fixed translational measurements, which is adequate for applications where little 
rotation is expected, but not commonly used in crash studies.

1.1 .3  H igh  S p eed  C am era S ystem s

Angeles [29] took a different approach to the problem of full kinematic description. 
W hile the accelerometer based solutions rely on obtaining kinematic information rela
tive to a body fixed frame then transforming it to  the inertial frame, Angeles solution 
is solved entirely in the inertial frame. A mathematical approach for computing 
rigid body angular acceleration from point acceleration measurements is presented. 
Angeles’ model relies on knowing the position, velocity, and acceleration vectors of 
three body fixed non-collinear points in the inertial frame. Although his solution is 
mathematically sound, a method for determining kinematics in the inertial reference 
frame, such as a high speed camera system, would be necessary to  produce the required 
variables. Yogandan et. al. [30] used high speed cameras to measure the kinematic re
sponse of intact head and neck structures, which were obtained from cadavers, during 
whiplash-like perturbations. In his study only translational and angular displace
ments were analyzed which eliminated the need for any differentiation or filtering of 

the  data.

Both accelerometer and camera based systems are capable of producing full kine
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m atic description, but in both cases mathematical manipulation is involved. A com
parison between the two systems was performed by Ladin et. al. [31] where the 
advantages and disadvantages of each system for the purpose of dynamic measure
ment were studied. An electromechanical device, which produced pure sine wave 
kinematics in the range of 1-11 Hz, was used to test the performance of the different 
systems. Amplitude, offset and noise were the basis of comparison used by the au
thors. The positional data  was differentiated to  find the other kinematic parameters, 
while the acceleration data  was numerically integrated. When the camera data was 
differentiated the high frequency noise present in the signal was amplified. This was 
not a problem at low frequencies because the application of a low-pass filter with a 
low cut-off would clean up the signal. However, during higher frequency motion a 
low cut-off would cause underestimation of the amplitude, while a high cut-off would 
not remove the noise. The noise in the accelerometer signal was found to  be directly 
proportional to the vibration of the system. Despite this fact, the accelerometer based 
system produced a signal to noise ratio (SNR) th a t was, on average, 4-5 times larger 
than  what was seen with the camera system when measuring acceleration. One prob
lem th a t occurred with the accelerometers th a t was not seen in the other system was 
drift. W hen the accelerometer signals were integrated they tended to  drift with time, 
which necessitated the use of a high-pass filter. Although both systems have their 
limitations, position measurement systems seem to be more suited to  low frequency 
applications, while accelerometry is better suited for high frequency applications.

1 .1 .4  N on -In tegra tin g  A ccelerom eter  S ystem s

The drifting associated with integration of accelerometer signals has imposed limita
tions on the sensor’s use for positional measurement. Willemson et. al. [32] took 
steps toward a possible solution to this problem by presenting an accelerometer based 
system capable of measuring relative joint angles. The solution is based on two rigid 
bodies connected by a hinge joint moving in two dimensions. To find the relative 
angle, two collinear accelerometer pairs were placed on each body some fixed distance 
apart. Since both bodies share a common point, the hinge, the output from the ac
celerometers on either body can be used to  find the acceleration of the hinge in body 
fixed coordinates. W hen the relative angle between the two bodies is zero, the hinge 
acceleration determined in either reference frame should be the same. When the bod
ies rotate relative to each other, the difference in the measured hinge acceleration will 
be proportional to the angle between the bodies. This relationship is shown in Figure 
1.5. Willemson applied this system to measure knee angles during shank pendulum 
movement, standing up, sitting down and walking.
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ax1

ax1, ay1 - - Hinge Acceleration, Body 1 Coordinate System 
ax2, ay2 - - Hinge Acceleration, Body 2 Coordinate System

Figure 1.5: Willemson relative angle technique, adapted from [32]

1.1 .5  G yroscop e B ased  S y stem s

Although Willemson was able to  eliminate the need for integration, his solution is
limited to measuring the relative angle between bodies. For some applications this
is adequate, but for others, knowing the absolute positions of the bodies is necessary. 
As discussed earlier, accelerometer systems require double integration to  obtain this 
information, and while camera systems measure this directly, they are confined to 
monitoring a bounded volume and require an unobstructed view. Another type of 
sensor with motion analysis capabilities is the gyroscope. A typical gyroscope consists 
of a vibrating structure in a rotating reference frame (assume vibration along X-axis). 
W hen rotation occurs about the z-axis, the Coriolis force generated causes additional 
vibration perpendicular to  the axis of rotation (Y-axis). The resulting vibration 
is proportional to the rate  of turn , which is the angular velocity. Since gyroscopes 
directly measure angular velocity, positional information can be determined by single, 
as opposed to double integration. Although this re-introduces a similar problem 
encountered with the accelerometers, the drift associated with double integration is 
much more pronounced than it is from single integration. Tong et. al. [33] developed 
a gyroscope based motion analysis system for the purpose of gait measurement. The
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system was composed of two uniaxial gyroscopes, one on the thigh and one on the 
shank, also, four force sensitive resistors (FSR) were placed on the bottom  of the foot. 
O utput from the FSR’s was used to determine the different phases of gait based on foot 
contact forces. The data  obtained during walking tests was verified with an optical 
motion analysis system. Comparison between the systems was done by computing the 
correlation coefficient (R), and the root mean square error (RMSE). The correlation 
coefficient, denoted as R, is a statistic to measure the extent to which variations in 
one variable are related to variations in another. The value of R varies between -1 
and + 1, with +1 or -1 indicating a perfectly linear relationship between the variables, 
and 0 indicating no relationship. ’R ’ corresponds to the slope of the regression line 
when both variables have been converted to z-scores, and plotted in a scatterplot. The 
correlation coefficient is defined as

where Z x  and Z y  are the z-scores, and N  is the number of points. The root mean 
square error (RMSE) is used when looking for differences between subgroups or for re
lationships between variables. Essentially it is the standard deviation of the difference 
between two parameters. This gives a good idea of the average difference between the 
variables being compared. The root mean square error is defined as

where X  and Y  refer to  the variables being compared. The two systems compared

root mean square error (RMSE) close to 0 (this is based on high-pass filtered positional 
data). One problem encountered with the gyroscopes, tha t was not seen with the other 
systems, is drifting when the subjects changed direction. This was most likely caused 
by the leg segment being inclined during the turn, and was removed by resetting the 
leg angle to 0 degrees at the end of each stride.

1.1 .6  C om bined  M easu rem en t S y stem s

All the systems discussed thus far are either not capable of independently producing 
a full kinematic description, or require either integration or differentiation in order to 
do so. Accelerometers, high speed cameras, and gyroscopes each measure a differ
ent kinematic variable directly, while numerical techniques are used to  determine all 
other kinematic information. Since integration and differentiation can lead to large 
uncertainties, it seems desirable to  combine the systems and increase the number of

R M S E (1.2)

produced similar results demonstrated by a correlation coefficient (R) close to 1, and
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variables tha t can be measured directly, thus, reducing the overall uncertainty. This 
mode of thinking led to Ladin et. al. [34] to  combine accelerometer and position 
measurements for the purpose of joint force measurement. In this study the authors 
presented a m ethod that combines the best aspects of both systems. Acceleration 
is measured by a triaxial accelerometer, while the position and orientation data  is 
obtained from a high speed camera system. A two degree of freedom pendulum, 
which was instrumented with strain gauges, was used to evaluate this system. The 
accelerometer was placed at the pendulum ’s center of mass and light emitting diodes 
were attached to the link. A transformation matrix, which was used to remove the 
gravity component from the accelerometer signals, was obtained from camera output. 
Joint forces, derived from transformed accelerometer output and from differentiated 
camera data, were compared to the results from the strain gauges. As expected, the 
joint force estimation from the combined system produced better results than either of 
the motion analysis systems on their own. This approach was taken by McConnell et. 
al. [35] to measure head, neck and trunk  kinematics during low velocity motor colli
sions. A biteblock, which had a triaxial accelerometer assembly fixed to  it, was placed 
in the subjects mouth, while high speed cameras were stationed in several locations 
around the test area for photographic documentation.

Although Ladin’s m ethod worked relatively well, it is limited to  applications with 
an established volume. Heyn et. al. [36] proposed a different approach based entirely 
on sensors. By combining accelerometers and gyroscopes, the authors were able to 
directly measure more kinematic variables than  traditional techniques, but were not 
limited by volume. The system was designed to  measure the swing phase of gait, 
which is assumed to primarily occur in two dimensions. This assumption reduces the 
number of required sensors, the complexity of the problem, and computational time. 
Heyn’s system consisted of two lightweight aluminum strips outfitted with four uniaxial 
accelerometers, placed in pairs, and a rate  gyroscope, translational acceleration, an
gular acceleration and angular velocity were measured directly, while the relative joint 
angle was calculated using the Willemson et. al. approach. Positions/orientations of 
the shank and thigh were derived from length measurements and integrated gyroscope 
output. A high speed camera system was used during the tests for verification of 
position measurements, and correlation was quantified by determining the correlation 
coefficient (R) and normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) between the signals. 
In this case R  was close to  1 (0.995), and NRMSE was close to  0 (0.054), which indi
cates a high correlation. A similar system was used by Mayagoitia et. al. [37] in a 

separate gait study.

The systems developed by Ladin and Heyn do have lower uncertainty th an  non
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combination systems, but still involve some mathematical m anipulation and filtering. 
When filtering is applied to  a signal the frequency range of the system is reduced, 
which limits it to certain applications. Wu et. al. [38] developed the Integrated 
Kinematic Sensor (IKS) with the focus being kinematic description of a bodies center 
of mass over a large frequency range. By developing a system capable of measuring all 
im portant kinematic parameters directly, the use of integration, differentiation, high 
and low pass filtering is not necessary, thus, frequency range is maximized. The IKS 
is composed of a triaxial accelerometer, a triaxial angular rate sensor, and multiple 
markers for measurement of segmental position. Design of the IKS was based on 
an analysis th a t showed direct measure of position, angular velocity and translational 
acceleration resulted in the least error for determining the center of mass acceleration. 
This sensor was applied to a walking study, where an IKS was placed on the foot, shin 
and thigh and the subjects were asked to  walk and run. A comparison between results 
from this study and those obtained by other researchers showed general agreement. 
A similar approach was taken by McConnell et. al. [39] to measure head and neck 
kinematics during low velocity rear-end impacts. In this study a biteblock, which 
was instrumented with a triaxial linear accelerometer as well as a triaxial angular 
accelerometer, was placed in the mouth of the subject, while high speed cameras, 
which were stationed in several locations around the test site, provided photographic 
documentation. Sigmund et. al. [40],[41] also took this approach in two separate 
studies where the subject’s kinematic response to  whiplash-like perturbations during 
aware and unaware situations was monitored. Since the motion of interest to  the 
researcher was expected to  be primarily planar, two-dimensional analysis was deemed 
adequate. Two linear accelerometers and an angular rate sensor were fixed to  the 
subjects forehead, while markers, which were tracked by high-speed cameras, were 
attached to  the forehead and neck/spine area to obtain kinematic data.

1.2 Jaw  M easurem ent Techniques

There are a number of different techniques available for measuring jaw position. For 
the most part, these systems work by attaching a transm itter to a m andibular tooth, 
while a receiver is, in some way, fixed to the head. The output from the transm itter 
is recorded by the receiver and, based on some calibration procedure, converted to  a 
jaw displacement. A review of jaw measurement devices will now be presented in 

chronological order.
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1.2.1 T ra n sm itter /R ece iv er  S ystem s

Hannam et. al. [42] assessed the feasibility of using a kinesiograph for measuring 
jaw displacement. A kinesiograph uses magnetometers to sense the position of a 
magnet, which is cemented to the lower anterior teeth, in three orthogonal planes. 
There are three main problems associated with the kinesiograph: it is only capable 
of measuring the three translational degrees of freedom, the output is non-linear for 
the entire range of functional jaw movement, and it requires reference to  fixed cranial 
landmarks (magnetometers). Since the most significant measurement during the ma
jority of jaw reflex studies is the mandible position relative to  the maxilla, the systems 
restriction to translational measurement is not a significant deterrent. However, the 
problems associated with non-linearity and fixed reference points are more difficult 
to  solve. Typically error resulting from non-linearity is reduced through calibration, 
which means the accuracy of the system relies on the calibration procedure. To en
sure cranial landmarks remain fixed they are attached to  a rigid structure, commonly 
referred to as a head bracket, which is worn by the subject. Because any rotation 
of the landmarks with respect to  the magnet will cause errors, the head is kept still 
during measurement. Hannam concludes that a kinesiograph can be used in jaw reflex 
studies provided adequate calibration is performed prior to measurement and the head 
bracket system remains fixed. The kinesiograph was used in a study by Plesh et. al. 
[43] to measure 3-D movement trajectory and velocity profiles during chewing.

In a study by Miles et. al. [44] the relationship between jaw closing movement and 
the timing of muscle activity was investigated. Because how open or closed the jaw is 
can be assessed by a single parameter, which is vertical displacement, Miles employed 
a single degree of freedom system. Jaw movement was monitored by cementing a 
small light to  the subjects lower incisor, which activated a photosensitive position 
detector. The velocity and acceleration associated with the movement was found 
through differentiation of the positional data. A similar approach was used by Luschei 
and Goodwin [45] to  monitor mandibular patterns during m astication by monkeys.

A linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) was used by Ostry et. al. [46] 
to measure movement amplitudes and maximum velocities during m astication and 
speech. The LVDT was composed of a lightweight circular transformer and a metallic 
core. A modified hockey helmet, with the transformer attached, was worn by the 
subject. One end of the core was fixed to  the subjects chin while the other end 
was placed inside the transformer so th a t movement of the jaw would induce a linear 
change in voltage. This system is similar to  the one used by Miles in that only the 
principal direction of jaw movement is monitored. One extra caution involved in the
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LVDT set-up is the diameter of the core. The core diameter must be sufficiently 
sized to  prevent contact with the transformer walls, which would prevent normal jaw 
movement. LVDT’s have been shown to be very accurate for measure of translational 
displacements, but they tend to be expensive.

W ilding et al. [47] used a sirognathograph to analyze human jaw movement during 
mastication. A sirognathograph consists of a head set, which has a number of hall 
effect sensors mounted on it, and a computing unit. The system works by passing 
current through the sensors and measuring the voltage produced by the presence of a 
magnetic field. A magnet, which is fixed to  a subjects lower anterior teeth, creates the 
magnetic field and its position is monitored by the hall effect system. The induced 
voltages are sent to the computing unit, which segregates the signals, and converts 
them  to three-dimensional positions. Although this system relies on measuring mag
netic field, similar to  a kinesiograph which showed linearity problems, Wilding points 
out th a t a sirognathograph is accurate to  within 1% of actual jaw movement. This 
result was based on a studies by Hannam et. al [42] and Mongini [48]. However, 
because the sensors are used as landmarks for the system, they must remain fixed in 
their initial positions. This limits the use of the system to applications where the head 
can be constrained during measurement. A separate study by Agrawal et. al. [49] 
involved the use of a sirognathograph to  determine the effects of food fragmentation 
on the m andibular closing angle.

1 .2 .2  A ccelerom eter  S ystem

The systems th a t have been presented thus far have been based on attaching some 
form of marker to a mandibular tooth, while a separate sensor is attached to the head. 
Many of these systems are bulky, expensive, or require the head to be constrained 
during measurement. Flavel et. al. [50] presented a method for measuring vertical 
displacement of the jaw, which is cheap, non-intrusive, and simple. Although it is 
incapable of doing 3-D analysis, the jaw movement of most interest to researchers 
studying the jaw is vertical displacement. The following studies were cited by the 
authors as examples: Hannam et. al., [51]; Miles and Wilkinson, [44]; Miles et. al., 
[52]; Wang et. al., [53]. Flavel’s system consisted of two uniaxial accelerometers and a 
Hall effect sensor. Each accelerometer was mounted on a lightweight bracket made of 
lead-free and resin-free solder wire, which was glued to  the upper and lower incisors of 
the subject. The hall effect magnet was attached to  the upper bracket, while the sensor 
was attached to  the lower bracket. Verification of the system was done by mounting 
the devices on an apparatus used in jaw reflex studies and moving the transducers
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known distances, relative to each other, at known angular accelerations under servo 
control. The results from these test showed Flavel’s system agreed well with output 
obtained from an LVDT over an acceleration range of 0.5 - 40 pj. Dynamic position, 
which refers to the opening and closing of the mouth, was found through double 
integration of the acceleration signals, while initial conditions were determined from 
static measurements with the Hall effect sensor. Although the system presented is not 
hindered by the m ajority of problems associated with other jaw motion measurement 
devices, it can only be used to  measure vertical displacement during the rotational 
part of jaw motion. Full jaw motion, which includes rotation and translation, cannot 
be measured with this system.

1.2 .3  6 D egree  o f  Freedom  S y stem

As mentioned earlier, the motion of most interest to researchers studying jaw reflexes 
has been vertical jaw displacement. However, the need for a full six degree of freedom 
system still exists. Leader et. al. [54] presented a m ethod for full kinematic description 
of the  jaw th a t is easy to understand by the clinicians who would use it, while still being 
mathematically rigorous. To do this, subjects were required to wear a customized 
dental clutch, which was designed not to inhibit natural jaw movement, and a reference 
cap. Seven reflective spheres, including three non-collinear motion markers and four 
non-collinear magnetic resonance imaging markers, were attached to  the clutch, while 
three non-collinear reflectors were attached to  the reference cap. A high speed camera 
system, which was shown to be linear and reliable across three series of 0.10 mm 
incremental movements with a surgical micrometer, was used to gather positional 
information for all six degrees of freedom. Registration of the three-dimensional 
geometric model of the jaw, which was generated from MRI images, and kinematic 
da ta  involved the use of three transform ation matrices. A non-orthogonal floating 
axis system was used to derive a relationship between jaw and head movement. This 
system was able to fully describe mandibular motion. In a separate study by Wagner 
et. al. [55], jaw measurement by high speed cameras was compared to  a Cadiax 
system, which is a caliper-like device for measuring the relationship between the jaws 
and temporomandibular joints. Based on confidence intervals found from comparing 
the camera measurements to the more commonly used Cadiax, the optoelectronic 

system was shown to be adequate.
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1.3 Sum m ary

Although some of the systems that were discussed measure in three-dimensions, a 
two-dimensional system should be adequate for measurement of movement during 
rear-impact. This is because the force applied during rear-impact is nearly planar, 
and thus, it is reasonable to assume the m ajority of the resulting motion will also be 
planar. A review of results obtained from rear-impact studies using three-dimensional 
motion analysis systems, [5, 9, 10, 11, 14], showed th a t the magnitude of motion was 
much larger within the plane than outside it. Therefore, a two-dimensional system for 
our application is justified. Because high speed cameras require a predefined volume 
and an unrestricted view of the subject, which may not be the case during rear- 
impact, a sensor based motion analysis system would appear to be the best choice. 
Gyroscopes will not be incorporated into the system because they tend to be more 
expensive than  accelerometers, and the angular velocities experienced during impact 
are expected to exceed the range of the average gyroscope (above 3 .1 4 ^ ) .  Also, 
improved accelerometer technology, and adequate calibration will decrease the uncer
tainty in direct acceleration measurements and could reduce the problems associated 
with integration to  an acceptable level.

The m ajority of jaw studies reviewed were focused on measuring sagittal plane mo
tion with the main interest being position of the mandible relative to the maxilla or, 
in more general terms, how open the m outh is. Because this seems to be the primary 
focus of jaw researchers, it makes sense th a t persons investigating jaw movement dur
ing rear-impact will be mostly interested in the same thing, thus, a two dimensional 
system was deemed adequate for this application. Most systems used to  measure jaw 
movement tend  to  be bulky and require the head to  be stationary during measurement. 
This is normally not a problem since most jaw studies are performed in a clinical a t
mosphere. However, because the head moves a substantial amount during impact, 
the majority of these systems cannot be used in a whiplash simulation study. The 
accelerometer based system, which was developed by Flavel, was shown to accurately 
measure vertical jaw displacement when compared with more accepted and expensive 
systems during the rotation phase of movement. Therefore, an accelerometer based 
system should be capable of measuring jaw displacement with suitable accuracy for 
clinicians. The system developed in this thesis will use the same base sensor, but is 
not limited to measuring the rotation phase. Additional accelerometers will be added 
so tha t angular acceleration, velocity and displacement can be determined. By com
bining this with the information gathered from the head, the relative angles can be 
determined, and the openness of the m outh inferred. Although Willemson’s technique 
allows direct computation of relative angles, it relies on modelling the joint between
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the bodies as a hinge, which is not a realistic assumption for the jaw.

1.4 P roposed  Solution

To measure head and jaw accelerations, during low-speed rear impact, a two-dimensional 
system consisting of four biaxial accelerometers will be used. The head and jaw coor
dinate systems are shown in Figure 1.6. The accelerometers are arranged in a similar 
way to  Mertz and Veltink where two axis, one from each biaxial, are in-line while the 
other axis’ are parallel and separated by some distance. Two-dimensional kinematic 
description is obtained by attaching one biaxial pair to the head, while the other is 
attached to the jaw, during impact. Since the system is only capable of measuring 
translational and angular acceleration directly, other kinematic parameters will have 
to  be determined through mathematical manipulation.

K.Y - - Global coordinate system 
xt,y1 - • Jaw coordinate system 
x2.y2 - - Head cooidinate.'System

Figure 1.6: Proposed solution coordinate systems, adapted from [56]

This thesis will be organized in the following way: Chapter 2 will focus on the
equipment and theory th a t relates to  every experiment, while specific equipment, or 
theory, pertaining to  individual experiments will be discussed separately. Chapter 
3 provides uncertainty analysis for accelerometer derived angular and translational 
kinematics. Chapter 4 presents the results from pure rotation measurement, involving 
the use of a double pendulum. Chapter 5 presents the result for measurement of 
translating and rotating movement, which was done by suspending a single pendulum 
from a translating cart. Chapter 6 presents the results from an actual crash test, 
where the accelerometer system was used to measure head and jaw movement during
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simulated rear-impact. Finally, Chapter 7 gives an overview of the system’s overall 
performance, and ideas for improvement.
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C hapter 2

Equipm ent and Theory

In the previous chapter, motion analysis systems were reviewed and a system for our 
application was proposed. In this chapter, we will discuss the equipment and the
ory th a t was employed in the development of the system. Theory and calibration 
of accelerometers will be covered first. Next, the mathematical operations for de
term ination of body kinematics from accelerometer output will be shown. Finally, 
specifications of the data acquisition system used to gather sensor information will be 
discussed.

2.1 A ccelerom eter T heory

Tether

Acceleration

Figure 2.1: Diagram of accelerometer operation

Figure 2.1 shows a simplified diagram of how an Analog Devices micro-machined 
ADXL series accelerometer works. W hen the  sensor undergoes acceleration, the inertia 
of the mass causes deflection in the opposite direction, and the capacitance changes

19
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accordingly. Since excessive flexing of the tethers leads to non-linearity, voltage is 
applied to  keep the mass relatively still. Figure 2.2 shows the accelerometer board 
that was used in this work.

Figure 2.2: Sensor board used to  gather kinematic information (black squares
indicate accelerometers)

2.1 .1  C alibration

Calibration of the ADXL 210’s (10 g range) and 202’s (2 g range) were calibrated by 
measuring the gravity vector. The accelerometers are components on multi-purpose 
sensor boards. To begin calibration, the sensor board is bolted to the calibration 
block and placed so tha t, based on a right handed coordinate system, the x and y 
axis of accelerometer 1 point in the positive direction. This initial set-up can be seen 

in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: First position for calibration procedure

The block is then rotated 270 deg in 90 deg increments to  obtain data in four 
different positions. In two of the positions the accelerometers will measure gravity, 
while in the other two positions they will measure aO ^  acceleration. The NullLevel, 
which is defined as the voltage corresponding to an acceleration of 0 p |, is found by 
taking the mean of the output recorded at 0 g’s. To find the Sensitivity, which is the 
change in voltage when the sensitive axis is measuring gravity, the mean of the output 
a t +1 g is subtracted from the mean of the output at -lg  and tha t number is divided 
by 2. Expressions for NullLevel and Sensitivity are shown below

N ullLevelx—axis TllCG/f),{Xoutputp0^jyj(-yn^y) ~t“ X  OutputpQsitio n (3 ))  ( 2-1 )

Wl&QjTliY0 UtpiltpOSm on 2̂) F  Y o u tp u tp OS2/■{on(4 ))

m ean(X outputposition(2)) -  m ean(X outputpositicm(4))
2

m ean(YoutputposiUon(i'j) -  m ean(Youtputposition^ )
2

where X outpu t and Youtput refer to the voltages recorded along the axis shown in 
Figure 2.2. NullLevels are reported in V olts  while Sensitivities are reported in .

N ullLevely—axis

S en sitiv ity  x—axis 

S en sitiv ity  y—axis

2.2 Sensor K inem atics

In this section, a m athematical description for the determination of a rigid body’s an
gular acceleration, based on measurements from two collinear and coplanar accelerom
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eters, will be given. Also, a method for determining the translational acceleration of 
a point on a rigid body, and the coordinate transformation employed to  convert body 
fixed kinematics to the global reference frame will be shown. We start off with angular 
acceleration theory.

2.2 .1  A ngu lar A cceleration

«5 ax

spacing

N,

Figure 2.4: Sensor board in the fixed frame

Figure 2.4 shows the accelerometer configuration th a t will be employed in this 
study. The sensor board, which we will refer to  as a rigid body, is fixed in the 
Ax, N 2 ,N 3 frame and axi,a^1,atC2, %/2 refer to accelerometer outputs. X , Y ,Z  refers to 
the global reference frame. We begin by defining the relative acceleration equation 
for two points on a rigid body as

a2 =  Si +  a  x f x  (w x r) (2 .2)

where a  and Co refer to the angular acceleration and velocity vectors for the body, a,\ 
is a known acceleration vector at a point on the body, a2 is the acceleration vector we 
are interested in, and r  is the vector from the point of known acceleration to the point 
of unknown acceleration. We will define a set of orthogonal unit vectors, based on a 
right handed system, in the body fixed reference frame as

[N] =  { n i,n 2,n 3} (2.3)
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and a set of orthogonal unit vectors, based on a right handed system, in the global 
reference frame as

[M] =  { x ,y ,z } .

Then, to  complete the derivation, we define the following variables:

al/N = A in i  +  B in 2 +  C in3

/ n  — A 2n i  + B 2n 2 +  C2H3

r/v =  + bn2 + cn3

a N — oqni +  a2«2 +  0:3^3

WjV =  W \ f i i  +  L02H 2 +  OO3H3 

Now Equation 2.2 can be re-written as

A 2n\ +  B 2n 2 +  C2nz =  A\Hi + B \n 2 +  Cirf3 +  

or in expanded form

{A2 — A \) n \  +  (B 2 — B \) n 2 +  (C2 — C\) n 3 =

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2 .6)

(2.7)

(2 .8) 

(2.9)

Oil «2 «3 +  L O ] \ '  X
L U i  L02  IO3

a b c a b c

( 2 .10 )

(a2c — a 3h)ni — (aqc — a 3a)fi2 +  (a\b  — ot2 a )n3 

+(io2 (u)ib -  uj2a) -  £ii3(-a ;ic  +  w3a))n i 

— — ui2a) — 103(102 c — LU3b))ri2

+ (nq(—uj\c +  013a) — U>2 (u)2c — w36))rr3.

However, if we assume planar motion and th a t a i and a2 are the acceleration vectors 
at the points where the accelerometers are located, C2 ,C i,a ,c , a i, a 2 ,ioi,co2 =  0 and 

Equation 2.8 simplifies to

(A2 -  A i) Hi +  (B 2 -  B i) n 2 =  - a 3bni -  u lb n 2. 

Therefore angular acceleration for the body is determined from

(2 .11)
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“ 3 =  ~ b ' (2-12)

where Ai and A2 are the outputs from accelerometers 1 and 2 in the rq direction. 
Also, the square of the angular velocity can be found from

2 B 1 — B2  m i o \
^3 = -----1----- (2-13)

Since this term  is squared, direction cannot be determined from this expression.

2 .2 .2  TVanslational A cceleration

Y

Rigid Body

Figure 2.5: Sensor board fixed to a rigid body

In this study, determination of the translational kinematics at points on a rigid 
body where accelerometers cannot be directly attached is required. This can be 
achieved by fixing a sensor board to  the body as shown in Figure 2.5. We start with 

Equation 2.2

0,2 —- 0 \ T  (X  X T A U) x (oj X F),

which becomes

a 2 / N  =  +  B i n 2  +  0 :3 ( — b n \  +  0 0 2 )  -  U ] \ { a f i i  +  6 ^ 2 )  (2.14)
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for the 2-D case expressed in the [N] frame, since B \, C\, « 2, « i, w2, oq and c all equal 
0. In order to  solve this equation, knowledge of the bodies angular acceleration, 
(angular velocity)2 as well as the acceleration at a fixed point on the body, and the 
vector from the point of known acceleration to the point of interest is required. In 
the previous section we showed th a t the angular acceleration of the sensor board can 
be determined from

A i — A 2
=  5

based on rigid body kinematics. Because the board is fixed to the rigid body, which 
means no relative motion occurs, their angular accelerations will be the same. These 
angular accelerations will be passed through a trapezoidal integrator to obtain angular 
velocities, and the output from accelerometer 1 will be considered the known point of 
acceleration. The a and b components of the vector f  can be found through direct 
measurement. The values are substituted into Equation 2.12 to  obtain the trans
lational acceleration vector at the point of interest. Determination of translational 
velocity and displacement is achieved with trapezoidal integration. A trapezoidal 
integrator was selected since it can be performed with a simple algorithm, and delivers 
high accuracy.

2 .2 .3  C oord in ate T ransform ation

Since in the previous section we defined angular and translational kinematics in the 
body fixed frame, while we are interested in global measurements, a coordinate trans
formation is required. Figure 2.6 shows graphically the relationship between the body 
fixed and global coordinate systems.

n2 sin 8

n , sinB

x<- n cos

X , y , Z -  Global Frame Direction Vectors 
n1 ,n2 n3 -  Body Fixed Direction Vectors

Figure 2.6: Coordinate transform ation from body fixed to  global reference frame
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The following rotation m atrix is employed in the coordinate transformation:

X cos 9 —sin# 0 n i

y = sin 9 cos 9 0 n  2
z 0 0 1 _ .  .

2.3 D ata  A cquisition

Two different data  acquisition systems will be used in this thesis. Double pendulum 
and crash test data  will be recorded with a National Instruments 6024E data acquisi
tion (DAQ) card while translating pendulum data  will be collected with a dspace 1104 
R&D controller board. Although the National Instruments system could be used for 
all experiments, the translating pendulum apparatus incorporates its own data acqui
sition which the accelerometers can easily be connected to, while diverting outputs 
from the pendulum apparatus to  a separate DAQ is more time consuming. Since the 
cameras will be used as verification for all experiments, the use of a different DAQ 
should not be a problem provided there is adequate agreement in all experiments.

2.3 .1  N ation a l In stru m en ts D a ta  A cq u isition

This data  acquisition system will be used in the double pendulum and crash test 
experiments. It consists of a desktop computer, which contains a National Instruments 
6024E data acquisition card, running MATLAB based data acquisition software. A 
terminal block, which is connected to  the data  acquisition, or DAQ, card is used 
to gather signals from the sensors through wires attached to  the appropriate input 
channels. Also, a 5 V linear power supply is connected to  the block to provide power 
for the system. Figure 2.7 shows this set-up.
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Figure 2.7: National Instruments data  acquisition set-up

Triggering will be achieved in two different ways. In the double pendulum exper
iment a nine volt battery will be connected through a switch, which will be activated 
manually, to the terminal block and high speed cameras to allow synchronization. In 
the crash test experiment a 5 V signal, which coincides with firing of the hydraulic 
cylinder, will be diverted to  the term inal block and high speed cameras so th a t mea
surement commences with impact. Table 2.1 lists the important specifications of the 
National Instruments 6024E data  acquisition card used.

Table 2.1: National Instruments 6024E data  aquisition card specifications
Parameter Description
Analog Input 12 bit successive approximation ADC
Number of Channels 16 referenced single-ended
Input Range ±5 V
Sampling Rate Double Pendulum: 200 H z/ Channel • 9 Channels =  1.8 kHz

Crash Test: 4000 Hz/  Channel - 9 Channels — 36 kHz
Maximum: 200 kHz

Accuracy Noise: 1.95 mV
Offset: 4.42 mV
Absolute: 6.51 mV

Resolution 2.44 mV
Digital Inpu t/O u tpu t 8 Channels
Warm-up Time 30 min suggested
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2 .3 .2  dspace D a ta  A cq u isition

This da ta  acquisition system will only be used for the translating pendulum experi
ment. I t  consists of a desktop computer, which contains a dspace 1104 R&D controller 
board, running dspace data  acquisition software. A block diagram, th a t was com
posed in Simulink, will be compiled with the data  acquisition interface to  control the 
motion of the cart. Sensor outputs will be relayed to the appropriate analog input 
channels through RCA jacks which act as a term inal block. Again, the accelerometer 
boards will be powered by a 5 V linear power supply. Figure 2.8 shows this set-up.

Figure 2.8: dspace data  acquisition set-up

Triggering will be achieved by diverting the TTL signal, which coincides with each 
exposure, from the External Synch Out pin on the high speed cameras to  the desig
nated trigger channel. Therefore, da ta  collection will commence when the cameras 
are activated. Table 2.2 lists the im portant specifications of the dspace 1104 R&D 

controller board.
Theory related to  the operation of the high speed cameras, potentiometers and 

encoders can be found in Appendix A.
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Table 2.2: dspace 1104 controller board specifications
Param eter Description
Number of Channels 4 ADC inputs - multiplexed, 16 bit

4 ADC inputs, 12 bit
2 Incremental Encoder interfaces

Input Range ±5V
Sampling Rate Translating Pendulum: 2000 H z/ Channel ■ 9 Channels — 18 kHz

Maximum: 1.6 MHz
Signal-to-Noise Ratio >80 dB (16bit)

>65 dB (12bit)
Resolution 0.153 mV (16 bit)

2.44 mV (12bit)
Digital Inpu t/O u tpu t 20-bit digital I /O  (bit-selectable)
Warm-up Time 30 min suggested
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Chapter 3

System  U ncertainty

In this chapter, the error associated with determining kinematic parameters from 
accelerometer measurements during static and dynamic movement will be assessed. 
Since the uncertainty in accelerometer output propagates to  all other kinematic vari
ables, it will be determined first. The effects of this uncertainty on measurement of 
static angles, as well as angular and translational kinematics will be discussed next. 
Also, the effect of high pass filtering on uncertainties associated with integrating time- 
dependent signals will be shown. Finally, an approximation of the uncertainty in 
double differentiated position data, which is obtained from the high speed cameras, 
will be determined.

3.1 A ccelerom eter O utput U ncertainty

The three factors tha t will be considered for uncertainty in accelerometer output are 
misalignment of the sensitive axis, noise, and sensitivity. Based on specifications from 
Analog Devices, the alignment error for the sensitive axis is ±1° and the noise on the 
accelerometer, which has white Gaussian noise characteristics, is expressed as

for 2 g and 10 g accelerometers, where BW  is the bandwidth of the system, which has 

been set to  50 Hz, and are units.

The rm s  value indicates where the m ajority of noise is concentrated, since it is 
defined as one standard deviation from the true signal. However, peak to peak noise

N oise(rm s) =  I 200 (3.1)

N oise irm s)  =  I 200

30
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gives the  best estimate of uncertainty in a single measurement. The peak to peak 
noise is expected to remain within 4x the N oise(rm s) value for 95% of the time, based 
on a normal distribution. This results in a value of

4 x 1.7 m g  =  6.8 mg.

This value corresponds to the smallest measurable acceleration, since smaller accelera
tions will be indistinguishable from noise. The resolution of the accelerometer system, 
or quantization error, is determined from the following expression

resolution daq  
—  ------------  • —  =  resoluuorisystem'
sensitiv ity  Accelerom eter  

National Instruments D ata Acquisition (DAQ) resolution is

10 V  O A A  W=  2.44 mV,
212 — 1

based on a full scale 10 V input, and a 12-bit system. 10 g accelerometer sensitivity 
is 100 while the 2 g accelerometer sensitivity is 312 n~ .  This leads to  a 10 g 
system resolution of

2.44 m V  .
 TT- = 24.4 mo,
100 2^-

9

and a 2 g system resolution of

2.44 m V
312 s f -

=  7.8 mg.

In both  the 2 g and 10 g cases, the system resolution is larger than  the peak to  peak 
noise. Therefore, the error in acceleration measurements will correspond to system 
resolution. It should be noted th a t the data  acquisition sensitivity is based on a 10 V 
(-5 V—>5 V) input signal to utilize all 12 bits. In our case the input signal is only 5 V 
(0 V—>5 V) which means only 11 of the 12 bits will be used.

Next we will derive an analytical expression for the uncertainty in accelerometer 

output. We begin with

Aoutput = fi{Aactuah A a , i ) = A actuai cos7 +  A±  s in 7 (3.3)

where Aoutput is the system’s measurement of acceleration assuming no measurement 
errors in the system aside from finite resolution, A aciual is the true acceleration tha t 
we are trying to  measure, A±  is the acceleration perpendicular to  A actuai and 7 is the 
misalignment of the sensitive axis. Figure 3.1 shows this graphically.
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A j _ 7

Actual 
(True Acceleration)

^Output
(Sensitive Axis)

Figure 3.1: Effects of sensitive axis misalignment on acceleration measurement. y  is
considered a small angle.

For simplicity we are assuming two-dimensional misalignment only. Since the 
input variable’s uncertainties are independent of each other, we can use Taylor series 
expansion to  determine the effects of combined uncertainty on a single parameter. The 
sensitivity of an acceleration measurement to  misalignment and output uncertainties 
can now be assessed. We begin with the Taylor series expansion of 3.3

A A o u tp u t  =  -7 .  —---  • A A actual +  - J j -  ■ A A ±  +  • Ay
d A a c tu a l d A x .  a j

now the uncertainties are expressed as

UA- -  = \Z(;i£b ■”*“•••■) + ( £ t ' UA±)  + ( ^ " h )
where the A terms are now expressed as uncertainties. If we substitute into the above 

expression, the result is

UAov.tput =  \ J (cos7 • uAactnal)2 +  (sin7 • uA ± ) 2 + { { -A actuai s in7 +  A i  cosy) • n7)2

where uAoutput refers to  the uncertainty in Aoutput, which was described on the previous 
page, uJ\ actuaI is the uncertainty in true acceleration measured by the DAQ, while u7
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refers to  uncertainty in the alignment of the sensitive axis. This expression reduces 
to

uAoutput =  y  (cos 0 • uAactual f  +  (sin 0 • uA± )2 +  { - A actuai sin 0 • u7 +  A±  cos 0 • u7)2 

or

UAoutput =  Y^Aactuai +  ^  ' (3’4)

The following parameters, which are based on static accelerometer measurement, have 
been derived to determine the worst case uncertainty in a single acceleration measure
ment. The bias term  in the uAactual expression refers to the difference between true 
and perceived acceleration. This term  is incorporated to account for a voltage offset 
due to  calibration error.

uAactual{ 10 g) =  \ /s y s te m  resolution2 +  bias2 =  y^24.4 mg2 +  44.8 m g2 =  51.0 mg

u A actUa i(2 9) =  v system  resolution2 + bias2 =  \/7 .8  m g2 +  15.6 m g2 = 17.4 mg

u7  =  m isalignm ent2 +  construction error2 — y / K m f ^ ^ l l l o E s V a d 2 = 0.0472 rad 

A± = 2000 mg  (2 x gravity )

A translational acceleration of 2xgravity will be substituted for the perpendicular 
acceleration term  since it is the maximum measurable acceleration by the 2 g system.
2 g and 10 g accelerometer bias’s were approximated as 2x the system sensitivity, and 
alignment error due to  construction was approximated at 2.5 degrees. Substituting 
these values into Equation 3.6 results in

UAoutpvti 10 9) ~  \ / (51-0 m 9 ) 2 +  (\/2000 m g2 +  24.4 mg2 ■ 0.0472 rad ) 2 — 107.3 mg  

uAoutput(2 9) =  \ ] (17-4 m g ) 2 + (^2000  m g2 +  7.8 m g2 ■ 0.0472 rad ) 2 = 95.9 mg

These errors are equivalent to 1.33 ^  (107.3 mg) for the 10 g system and 0.96 ^  
(95.9 mg) for the 2 g system, which corresponds to 5.4% and 4.8% of the full scale 
input acceleration assuming tha t A actuai , A x  =  2 g. The second term  in the above 
expression, which is error due to misalignment and perpendicular acceleration, is the 
largest contributor to  uncertainty in both systems during dynamic measure.
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3.2 S tatic  A ngle M easurem ent

Static angles can be determined from biaxial accelerometer output through measure
ment of the gravity vector. This relationship is shown in Figure 3.2

gravity

ay

ax

gravity
ax,ay -  System Output During Measurement Of Gravity Vector 

@  -StaticAngle

Figure 3.2: Relationship between sensitive axis’ of a biaxial accelerometer and the
gravity vector

From the Figure above, the relationships for 8  are

cos 1

=  sm

gravity
l ax

gravity

Based on the uncertainty in static accelerometer measurement from the previous sec

tion, the uncertainty in 8  is

U0i(io g) = ~ -  cos- 1 -  0.051 rad (2.92 deg) 

for the 10 g accelerometers and
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“ 01(2 g) =  |  -  cos 1 =  0.0174 rad  (0.99 deg)

for the 2 g accelerometers. These uncertainties are based on system sensitivity and 
bias only, if we include sensitive axis misalignment and construction error the result is

ue(w (?)v /2.922 +  l 2 +  2.52 =  0.07 rad (4.01 deg) 

u6(2 9)\/0 .992 +  l 2 +  2.52 =  0.05 rad (2.86 deg)

Since the main reason for determining static angles is to ensure the gravity vector 
can be removed from system output, the theoretical uncertainties shown here are 
acceptable. Based on these uncertainties, 99% of the gravity component will be 
removed.

3.3 A ngular U ncertainty

In this section the uncertainties associated with angular acceleration, velocity and 
displacement will be determined. This is based on errors in accelerometer output, 
which were derived in the previous section, and accelerometer spacing.

3.3 .1  A ngu lar A ccelera tion

The angular acceleration of a rigid body in two-dimensions can be found from

«3 =  / 2(Al ,%2, 6) - ^ ~ ^

where A i, A 2, and b were defined in Chapter 2. To derive the uncertainty we, again, 
start with a Taylor series expansion

A a 3 = < L . A A l + l L . A A 2 + f - b,
dA\ dA 2 dy

which yields the uncertainty expression

or,

” „ >  =  V U ' > W ‘ )  + ( x ' “ * )  +  ( ( ^ p — ) ■ “ * )  ( 3 -5 )
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where u a 1 and ua2 refer to  the uncertainties in accelerometer output, while uy refers to 
uncertainty in accelerometer spacing. The static uncertainties derived in section 3.1 
will be used to  evaluate the above expression assuming a static measurement (angular 
acceleration =  0, Ax — 0 ).

b = 41 rn,m

Ub — 0.5 m m  
mjfl

ua 1 ,u A 2 ( 1 0  g) =  ± 0 .5 0 -2
777-

u a i , uA2{2 g) =  ±0.17
7YI

A i  -  A2 = 0.01 -5

Aj — A i  is based on the difference in acceleration measurements due to  misalignment 
of the sensitive axis’. To simulate a worst case scenario, the misalignment between 
the two measurements was assumed to be 0.0873 rad (5 deg). The uncertainties in 
angular acceleration are:

=  + ( ( S p ' 00005) = 1725 ^
for the 10 g system and

« » =  \ l  ( - o s i r 0-17) 2 + ( o i i r 0-17) 2 + G ra b  • = * *  r- f

for the 2 g system. Uncertainty due to  accelerometer spacing is insignificant when 
compared to  the uncertainties in accelerometer measurements. The results shown 
above appear to  be quite large; however, because accelerometer bias is the largest 
contributing factor, we may be able to  reduce it through knowledge of initial conditions.

3 .3 .2  A ngular V elocity  and  D isp lacem en t

To determine angular velocity, the angular acceleration was passed through a trape
zoidal integrating filter. The corresponding coefficients are

A  = [1, —1, 0]

and
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„  r„ dt dt,
=  ’ T  ’ 2^ ’

with dt being the time-step. The filtering equation

2 2

y(n) = Y l Bk+lX (n  _  k) ~  ~  fc)' (3-6)
fc=o fc = l

becomes

/ % dt dt , .cu(ra) — y a ( n  — 1) +  y c t^n  — 2) +  w(n — 1),

through substitution of the coefficients. This leads to the following expression for 
uncertainty in angular velocity

where and ua^ 2) refer to uncertainties in angular acceleration from two
previous time-steps, while uw(„_i) is the uncertainty in ui from one time-step earlier. 
The final term  in the uncertainty equation leads to  an accumulation of error over 
time. If we assume a time-step of 0.005 s (200 Hz sampling rate), uncertainty in 
angular acceleration to be 17.25 for the 10 g analysis, and 5.86 ^  for the 2 g 
analysis, and an initial error in angular velocity of 0, the uncertainty in angular velocity 
will increase in the  following way

V )  =  V ûw(n_1) +  2 • (0.0025 ■ ua )2. (3.7)

Figure 3.3 represents the error graphically, based on use of the 10 g system.
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Figure 3.3: Error associated with single integration of a tim e dependent signal

The maximum error is approximately 0.86 — ■ for the 10 g accelerometers, and 
0.29 ^  for the 2 g accelerometers, after a 1 s interval. Since the results above are 
based on a static measurement, where the angular velocity should be 0, we can expect 
accumulation of error to  contribute to  signal drift.

Angular displacement is determined by integrating angular velocity. The uncer
tainty is expressed as

Again the final term  in the expression, which is the uncertainty in 6  from the previous 
time-step, leads to an accumulation of error over time. Figure 3.4 shows a graphical 
representation of the error, based on use of the 10 g system.
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Figure 3.4: Error associated with double integration of a time dependent signal

The error increases linearly to  a maximum value of approximately 0.030 rad  (1.7 
deg) for the 10 g system, and 0.010 rad (0.6 degrees) for the 2 g system. As was the 
case with angular velocity, these errors result over time while measuring an angle of 0. 
Since the double integration of time-dependent signals typically results in substantial 
signal drift, the magnitude of the error shown above will most likely not be significant.

3.4  Translational U ncertainty

In this section we will discuss the effects of uncertainties in different parameters on 
the determination of translational variables. The acceleration equation, which will 
be used to determine the translational acceleration of a specific point on a rigid body 
(pendulum, head or jaw), will be evaluated. Also, the results of integrating this signal 
to  obtain translational velocity and displacement information will be assessed.

3 .4 .1  T ranslational A cceleration

The relative acceleration of two points on a rigid body, which was reviewed in Chapter 

2, is expressed as
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fl2 =  f l i + a x f  +  w x ( ( 3 x r )

where ax is the acceleration of a point on the body, a  is the angular acceleration of 
the rigid body, ui is the angular velocity of the rigid body, and r  is the displacement 
vector from point 1, where the acceleration is known, to point 2. If we assume 2-D 
motion, the above equation reduces to

0-2/N =  / 4 ( a i , r ,  a ,u i)  =  ax + a 3[ - 6 , a , 0 ]  -  tu§[a, 6,0],

where a and b have already been defined. Rewriting this equation in its vector com
ponents, based on earlier definitions, results in

A 2 =  A \  — 0:36 — w3a

and

B 2 — B \ +  03 a — co^b.

The uncertainty in these components is

. . df 4 d/4 d/4 d/4
A^2 =  ~ L - A i x + T 1 - A a 3 +  - r ±--Aaja +  ~ - A b + ~ - - A a  (3.9)

d A \ dots du  3 db da

-  ■ ( a  - ) ’ • ( £  - ) ' • ( £  > ■ ) •♦ (£
Ua2 =  Y (^Ai)2 +  (—&' ua3)2 +  (—2w3a ■ uu3)2 +  (—■ •  ua) +  (—03 • u hf  

and

A R 2 =  . ARj +  • A o3 +  ^  • Aw3 +  ^  • A6 +  ^  • A a (3 .10)
ajBi aa3 00/3 do da

= ' j { § k ~ UB)  + ( £ ' ”">) + ( £ ' “"') + ( f  ■“*) + ( * “*
11B2 =  y ( l i B i ) 2 +  (a  • ’ua3)2 +  ( —2<n36 • Ua,3)2 +  (—<̂ 3 • ufr) +  ( a 3 • « a )2

The following parameters, which are meant to  simulate a static measurement, will be 
used to  evaluate the above expressions:
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U) —

° r~ T

a  = o Ys z

a = 0.15 m

b = 0.10 rn

(10 g) =
m

±0.50 “y sz
g^ m

±0.17 -=■ 
sl

uw(10 g) = ± 0.86 ^

uU% 9 ) =

s

±0.29 ^
s

ua (10 g) = ±17.25 Y
sl

'Mai2 g ) = ±5.86 Ys2
±0.003 m

The uncertainties in translational x  and y accelerations, based on the above values, 
are 1.80 p  and 2.64 for the 10 g accelerometers, and 0.37 ^  and 0.89 for the 
2 g accelerometers. Because the calculation above was based on static measurement, 
only two terms in the expression contributed with the most significant contribution 
being made by uncertainty in angular acceleration. Therefore, to  achieve substantial 
improvements in translational acceleration requires reduction of angular acceleration 
uncertainty.

3 .4 .2  T ranslational V eloc ity  an d  D isp lacem en t

Translational velocity and displacement vectors are found through single and double 
integration of the translational x and y accelerations. The same integrating filter, 
which was employed in the angular uncertainty section, was also used to determine 
the translational variables. Uncertainty in translational velocity is expressed as

uvx =

u vv

\ j ( ^  ' +  ( y  • *h4i(n-2)j +  (u V x (n - l) f  (3-11)

+  ( y  ' UBi(n-2 ) ^  +  ( uVy( n - l ) f
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while the uncertainty in translational displacement is

UDX =

u Dy =

uJ41 and u bx are the uncertainties in acceleration, u Vx and uv are the uncertainties 
in velocity, u Dx and uD̂  are the uncertainties in displacement. As was shown in the 
angular param eter section, the integration process causes an accumulation of error. 
The maximum errors, in the four param eters discussed above, based on a Is interval 
and a time-step of 0.005 (200 Hz sampling rate) are:

^  ^  2 " uVx(n—2)^ "h ) (3.12)

^  ( Y  ’ U y 2' ( n - 1) )  +  ( y  '  UVy{n~2 ) j  +  {^D y {n- l ) f  ■

uvx ( 1 0  9) =  0.090 —
s

«v„(10 ^ =  0.132 —
s

udx{10 g) =  0.003 m

“ db(10 9) =  0.005 to

uVx (2 g) =  0.019 —
s

u-vy (2 9) =  0.044 — 
s

udx(2 g) = 0.0007 to

uDy(2 9) =  0.002 to

In all cases the maximum values occurred at the end of the 1 s interval and the 
error accumulation, for first and second integrations, followed the same pattern  as was 
seen in the angular param eter section. Although the uncertainties shown above are 
quite low, they are based on static measurement where the magnitude of all kinematic 
param eters should be zero. Uncertainty in angular parameters will remain the same 
during dynamic measurement, based on the analysis done here, however, uncertainty 

in translational parameters will increase.

3.5 D ynam ic U ncertain ty

During dynamic measurement the uncertainties in all kinematic param eters will in
crease. The values listed in tables 3.1 and 3.2 are based on accumulation of error 
where integration was performed.
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Table 3.1: Angular Uncertainty During Dynamic Measurement
System Angular Acceleration Angular Velocity Angular Displacem ent
10 g 52.1 ^ 2.60 0.09 rad
2 g qq o rad 0 0 .0 1.91 ^ 0.07 rad

Table 3.2: Translational Uncertainty During Dynamic Measurement
System Acceleration x /y V elocity x /y Displacem ent x /y
10 g 
2 g

16.5 *3 /  13.2 ^  
12.2 |  /  9.7 4

0.83 f  /  0.66 f  
0.61 a  /  0.48

0.029 m  /  0.023 m  
0.0213 to /  0.017 to

The uncertainties shown in the tables above are based on the following parameters:

a
rad

=  100 sz

UJ =  2 0 ^
s

a =  0.15 TO

b =  0.10 TO

^a-i 'U'b =  ±0.003 TO

A± =  2 9

which are meant to  predict a worst case scenario for the motion we intend to measure. 
Based on equation 3.4, uncertainty in dynamic acceleration measurement is very sen
sitive to  sensitive axis misalignment. This is because the A±  term  is multiplied by 
sensitive axis misalignment. Larger values of A±  lead to an increase in the uncertainty 
of accelerations measured by the system and, since all other kinematic param eters are 
derived from raw acceleration signals, this causes an increase in uncertainty for all 
parameters. Although the uncertainties determined are higher than  desired, the 
analysis was based on a worst case scenario. Also, through knowledge of initial con
ditions, uncertainty may be reduced. Although the uncertainties discussed in this 
chapter cannot be directly applied to the pendulum and crash testing experiments, 
they will give an idea of where larger uncertainties can be expected. This analysis 
was done to  gain a better understanding of the system’s limitations.

3.6 H igh-Pass F iltering

One major problem with integration of time-dependent signals is drifting. Although 
the accumulation of error, which was discussed earlier in this chapter, does add to the
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drift, it is not the principle cause. The DC value, which is the frequency component 
at 0 Hz, causes an offset that is present throughout the signal. This offset may not be 
substantial in the original signal, however, application of a numerical integrator causes 
amplification of low frequency components. This amplification is the principle cause 
of signal drift, and leads to increased uncertainty in time. In order to  remove drift, 
the DC component must be eliminated. This can be done by passing the data  through 
a high-pass filter. High-pass filtering involves saving all frequency components above 
a specific cut-off, while all those below the cut-off are removed.

To demonstrate how high-pass filtering reduces integration uncertainty, simulated 
data  will be passed through a high-pass filter and the results will be analyzed. To 
prevent corruption of the signal we are interested in, the high-pass filter has to  have 
a cut-off close to the DC value and a steep roll-off. For these reasons we selected a 
4th order Butterworth filter with a 0.5 Hz cut-off. The coefficients generated for this 
filter by MATLAB are:

A  =  [1.00,-3.96,5.88,-3.89,0.96]

B  = [0 .98,-3.92,5.88,-3.92,0.98]. 

and its frequency response is shown in Figure 3.5.

y
0.8  -

-g 0.707 r

c  0.6 
§■ :
2  :

0.4 Y
I 1 

0-21 ]

°0 l 20 40 60 80 100
0.5= cut-off Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.5: Frequency response of a 4th-order high-pass Butterworth filter with a
0.5Hz cut-off

o] 20 40 60 80 1C
0.5= cut-off Frequency (Hz)
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Substitution of A and B into the recursive filtering equation

k=M k=N

y(n) = Y  Bkx{n - k ) ~ Y  A ky(n -  k)
k~  0 k— 1

where y(n) is the filtered signal, M + l is the number of elements in B, and N is the 
number of elements in A, results in

y(n) = 0.98x(n) — 3.92x(n — 1) +  5.88x(n — 2) — 3.92x(n — 3) +  0.98x(n — 4) 

+3.96y(n — 1) — 5.88 y{n — 2) +  3.89 y(n  — 3) — 0.96 y(n  — 4)

where y(n)  refers to  the drifting signal. We define the function to be integrated as 
the sine wave

m  =  100 sin 2 -jrt

based on the dynamic uncertainty analysis where an angular acceleration of 100 
was assumed. The integral of this function is

/ mdt =  — cos 2 nt.
2vr

If no DC component was present in the signal, and we assume a sampling rate of 
200 Hz and a time interval of Is, the signal before and after integration would look 
like Figure 3.6. Since this simulation is based on an object starting from rest, the 
start value for the first integral, which for simulation purposes corresponds to angular 

velocity, has been set to  0.
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Figure 3.6: Integration of an error free signal

However, it was shown earlier tha t the uncertainty in an angular acceleration mea
surement of 100 ^  can be close to  50 ^ , which would correspond to  a DC component 
with a magnitude of 50. Figure 3.7 shows what occurs when this signal is integrated.
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Signal With Uncertainty
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Figure 3.7: Integration of a signal with a DC offset

Substantial drift can be seen as a result of the added DC offset. The maximum value 
of the integrated signal is nearly twice what is seen in Figure 3.6, which corresponds 
to an uncertainty of nearly 100%. Figure 3.8B shows the frequency spectrum of the 

integrated signal.
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Figure 3.8: Frequency spectrum  of an integrated signal with a DC offset.

The DC offset can be seen at 0 Hz and its amplitude is nearly twice tha t of the 
component at 1 Hz. which is the component we are interested in. Next, we will pass 
the data  through the high-pass filter th a t was discussed earlier in this chapter. The 

result is shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Result of high-pass filtering the drifting signal

The drift from the signal has been mostly removed, however, the signal is still 
offset. Since we will know that all experiments in this thesis will start from rest, the 
signal should start at 0, therefore, the initial value will be subtracted. Figure 3.10 
shows the filtered frequency spectrum.
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Time Domain
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Figure 3.10: Frequency sprectrum  after passing the integrated data  through a
high-pass filter.

The DC component has been almost completely removed, and the component at 
1 Hz now has the largest amplitude. Figure 3.11 compares the uncertainty before and 
after application of the high-pass filter.
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Figure 3.11: Uncertainty before and after high-pass filtering

High-pass filtering has reduced the uncertainty in measurement by more than  5 x . 
A comparison between the true data  (from Figure 3.6) and the filtered signal produced 
a correlation coefficient (R) and root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.9819 and 4.6230. 
The R value is a measure of the likeness between the variables being compared, where 
values close to 1 correspond to a high correlation between the data  sets being compared. 
The RMSE value is the average error in the signal. In this case, it corresponds to 
14.5% error expressed as a percentage of range. The filters performance could have 
been further improved by removing the offset prior to  integration. In this simulation, 
if the initial value was subtracted no drift would have occurred. However, it is not so 
simple in real-life. Since the offset will not be constant as was assumed, subtraction of 
the initial value prior to integration (body sta rts  from rest assumption) will eliminate 
drift to  due accelerometer bias, but may not remove the entire DC component. In 
this thesis, double integration will be required to  determine angular and translational 
displacements. Since this will cause further magnification of the DC value, increased
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drift and uncertainty is expected in displacement data. One final thing to  note is 
that this filter is recursive, which means it relies of past and future values. Large 
differences in these values can lead to start-up or ending transients. To minimize the 
effects, as well as to prevent phase distortion, all filtered data will be filtered forwards 
and backwards with the MATLAB function filtfilt.

3.7 D ifferentiated P osition  D ata

Since high speed cameras will be used as the main source of verification for the ac
celerometer system, we need to  assess the uncertainty in kinematics determined from 
their output. In the accelerometer system, integration is required to  obtain full kine
matic description since the sensors directly measure acceleration. An optical system, 
however, directly measures position which means differentiation is required to  obtain 
full kinematic description.

Since all high speed camera data  will be differentiated by the central difference 
method, we start with the equation.

f { x )  = /(* + lW (* ) (3,13)

where f ( x )  is the derivative at the point of interest, f { x ) is point of interest from
the original data  set, and f ( x  -f 1) is the value from one future time-step. The dt
value is 0.005 based on a 200 Hz sampling rate. In order for camera calibration to 
be acceptable, a wand length range less than  2.5 mm with a standard deviation under 
0.5 mm had to  be achieved. Camera calibration is based on determination of wand 
length during dynamic movement. The procedure is described in detail in Appendix 
A. The Taylor series expansion of the above expression is

which yields the uncertainty expression

l / u f(x+1 ) \2 , ( u m \ 2
~  V \ ~ d T ~ )  V d T ) '

Since one standard deviation away from the  mean in a normal distribution encompasses 
67% of the data, the standard deviation from calibration will be used as the uncertainty 
in a single position measurement. Substitution of 0.5 mm into the above expression 

yields
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u f'(x)
0.0005
0.005

uf ( x ) =  0.141
m
s

Double differentiation leads to the uncertainty

Uf'(x)

u f ”(x) ^ O . O ^

Based on the results obtained here, the uncertainty in camera derived kinematics 
for translational displacement and velocity are lower than  the accelerometer system. 
The uncertainty due to double differentiation (translational acceleration) is somewhat 
high, however, it will remain relatively constant while the uncertainty in translational 
kinematics determined with the accelerometer system increases at higher accelerations. 
Also, the calculations above were based on using the standard deviation, while the 
manufacturers claimed resolution is more than 10 x smaller. Acceptable performance 
of the accelerometer system will be dependent on the average error not exceeding 
10% of full scale for each kinematic variable, when compared with the high speed 
cameras. This value was selected based on the uncertainty in both systems, and the 
specifications given by a group planning to use this system in a separate rear-impact 

study.
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C hapter 4

D ouble Pendulum  Analysis

In this chapter the results of measuring the 2-D kinematics of a double pendulum, 
with 2 g and 10 g accelerometers, are reported. This experiment was done as a 
preliminary step in the development of a system for measuring head and jaw  kinematics 
during low velocity rear-impact. Because rotation makes up a large portion of the 
movement a person experiences during impact, measurement of a swinging pendulum, 
was chosen as an initial verification for the system. Angular kinematics obtained 
from accelerometer output were verified with potentiometer and high speed camera 
data, while only the high speed cameras were used for verification of translational 
kinematics. Because crash testing involves impact, some accelerations experienced 
by the subject may exceed 2 g’s, which is why bo th  2 g and 10 g accelerometers were 
evaluated. Although the 10 g accelerometers are capable of measuring the full range 
of expected accelerations, the system will be used during Iow-velocity impact where 
accelerations above 2 g’s are expected, but accelerations in the 10 g range are unlikely. 
Therefore, the output from the 2 g and 10 g accelerometers was compared, and the 
effects of reduced sensitivity were assessed. The results presented in this section were 
obtained from two separate tests, one with the 2 g system, and one with the 10 g 
system.

4.1 E xperim ental Set-U p

A double pendulum, which was instrumented with potentiometers at both  joints, was 
the test apparatus for this experiment. Both potentiometers were connected to a lin
ear power supply, and calibrated through 180 deg with the + / - 5 V  source. Specially 
designed circuit boards, which contained 2 g and 10 g accelerometers, were bolted to 
the upper and lower links of the pendulum to record their acceleration. A separate

54
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5 V linear power supply was connected to  the boards, and the output from both the 
accelerometers and potentiometers was relayed to  a National Instruments D ata Ac
quisition (NIDAQ) system through ribbon cables and a breakout box. Three high 
speed cameras, which sampled at 200 Hz, were placed around the test area and cali
brated for a l m x l m x l m  space to  monitor the pendulum ’s motion. The reflective 
markers, which the camera system recorded the positions of, were placed on the pen
dulum joints, and on one accelerometer from each board. These positions are shown 
in Figure 4.1.

Pendulum joints
&

Marked Accelerometers 30cm

5,5cm ..

a
Figure 4.1: Instrumented double pendulum

The start configuration of each test consisted of the pendulum ’s upper link be
ing fixed to  the pendulum frame, while the lower link hung freely. D ata collection 
was initiated by the release of the pendulum, and continued for a 10 second period. 
MATLAB was used to collect information from the NIDAQ at a rate  of 200 Hz, while 
PCReflex software was used to  collect da ta  from the cameras. Determination of an
gular and translational parameters, as well as overlaying of da ta  sets, and statistical 
comparison of kinematic parameters obtained from different systems was done with 
MATLAB. Although the chosen sampling rate was 200 Hz, the frequency range of 
interest was 0 Hz-15 Hz, therefore, all sensor outputs were low-pass filtered down to 
15 Hz prior to  any data  analysis. A 15 Hz cut-off was selected based on an analysis 
of the raw accelerometer frequency spectrum  as well as residual analysis. This proce
dure is demonstrated in Appendix B. A higher sampling rate was employed to  prevent 
aliasing. Also, all integrated data  was high-pass filtered with a 4th order Butterworth 
filter (0.5 Hz cut-off), while all differentiated camera and potentiom eter data  was fil
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tered with a 5th order low-pass Butterworth filter with a 15 Hz cut-off. Verification 
for this cut-off is also shown in Appendix B. The criteria for selecting an adequate 
high-pass filter was how well the filter removed drift without producing transients, 
which the 4th order Butterworth was shown to do well in the previous chapter. The 
low-pass filter was selected for its steep roll-off, and 15 Hz was chosen as the cut-off 
since the  raw accelerometer signals were filtered to  the same degree. The performance 
of 2 g and 10 g accelerometers was evaluated in separate tests.

4.2 D iscu ssion /R esu lts

In this discussion, the performance of both 2 g and 10 g accelerometers for measuring 
angular and translational pendulum motion is evaluated. The evaluation is based on 
comparisons between accelerometer derived kinematics with those obtained from high 
speed camera and potentiometer measurements. The global coordinate system for 
this experiment is shown in Figure 4.2.

m

fr11 - n13 X

^ Y ,n 22 

Z.n23

B - - Global refcronca frame composed of X Y.Z 
J - - Body 1 fixed rcUterne ft.mip Lpmposcd of «11 n12,n13 

N2] - -Body 2 fixed rrli-rence frame composed of r.21 p22,t23

Figure 4.2: Global coordinate system for the double pendulum

The global reference frame is defined as [M], which is composed of the vectors 
X , Y  and Z  as discussed in Chapter 2. The fixed reference frames [Nl] and [N2] 
are defined by the vectors n \ \ , n \ 2 , fii3 and U2i , n 22)^ 23- Body 1 refers to the upper 
link, while body 2 refers to the lower link. Translation of the joint will be measured 

relative to its starting position.
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4 .2 .1  2  g  A n g u la r  M e a s u r e m e n ts

The angular accelerations, which were obtained in the way described in Chapter 2, 
were integrated to find angular velocity and orientation. Since numerical integration 
assumes a starting value of zero, initial conditions must be determined separately. T his 
is not a problem for angular velocity because the pendulum starts from rest, but it is 
a problem for orientation since the correct angles are required to remove the gravity 
vector. However, it was shown in Chapter 3 tha t the uncertainty in determination of 
angles from static accelerometer measurements is acceptable, therefore, this technique 
was employed here.

High speed cameras recorded the positions of reflective markers, which were then 
converted to orientations and differentiated to obtain angular velocity and acceler
ation. Potentiometers directly measured the relative orientations of the links but 
determ ination of angular velocity and acceleration involved differentiation. To begin 
we will look at accelerometer data.

Figure 4.3 shows an overlaid plot of the accelerometer signals, from the upper link, 
th a t were used to  determine angular acceleration. A1 and A2 refer to the signals from 
the parallel axis’ as defined in the theory section of Chapter 2. In the pendulum ’s 
starting position, misalignment uncertainty due to  measurement of the gravity vector, 
and accelerometer bias should be visible. Upon inspection of the data, the signals 
appear to s tart in very close agreement. The uncertainty in accelerometer output
is well within the expected value determined in Chapter 3, and since uncertainty in 
angular acceleration is directly related to  accelerometer output, it is also expected to 
be low. Raw acceleration signals from the lower-link are not shown, however, when 
they were compared, a noticeable offset was seen between the starting points of the 
signal. This was surprising since no difference was seen in the upper-link data. More 
explanation as to the cause of this offset is provided later in the chapter.
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Figure 4.3: 2 g Parallel accelerometer signals from the upper-link during double
pendulum motion.

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show full and zoomed frequency spectrums for the upper and 
lower links. A1 and A2 are the parallel acceleration signals, which were defined in 
Chapter 2. Since the signals at tim e zero, for the upper link, appear to  be nearly 
equivalent, a large DC value was not anticipated. The DC offset shown in Figure 

4.4B is nearly non-existent.
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Figure 4.4: Frequency components of the upper-link’s angular acceleration (2 g)

Figure 4.5B shows a DC component with an amplitude of 5.5, which is approxi
mately 25% of the largest component in the spectrum. This is expected to produce 
an offset in the angular acceleration data  obtained from the lower-link, since a differ
ence between the accelerometer signals was seen at time 0. Although this component 
increases the uncertainty in angular acceleration, the cause is assumed to  be mostly 
accelerometer bias, which we may be able to  remove by subtracting the initial value. 
A comparison of the angular param eters obtained from the three different systems will 

now be presented.
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Figure 4.5: Frequency components of the lower-links angular acceleration (2 g)

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show comparisons of angular accelerations, angular velocities 
and orientations which were obtained with 2 g accelerometers, cameras and poten
tiometers from the upper and lower links. Figures 4.6A and 4.6B, which compare 
angular acceleration and velocity, appear to be very consistent. Figure 4.6C, which 
compares orientation, shows a nearly constant offset between accelerometer output 
and the verification devices. Figure 4.7, which compares the same kinematic param e
ters for the lower-link, shows good agreement in all three plots. Removal of the lower 
links initial offset, which was almost 50 appears to have effectively reduced the 
uncertainty in all angular parameters.
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Figure 4.6: Angular kinematic variable comparison for the upper-link (2 g)
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Angular Acceleration for the Lower Link
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Figure 4.7: Angular kinematic variable comparison for the lower link (2 g)

Based on observation, it appears th a t the offset between accelerometer and poten
tiom eter/high speed camera data, in Figure 4.6C, is relatively consistent. This was 
verified by determining the offset through peak matching, where the absolute maxi
mum peak from the accelerometers was matched with the absolute maximum from the 
potentiometers, as opposed to  using the initial angle. The result is shown in Figure 
4.8. The data  corresponds much better, which means tha t there is corruption at the 
start of the data  set, which prevents aligning the data  based on initial values alone.
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Figure 4.8: Peak matching between accelerometer and camera derived angles for the
upper-link

Comparing trends in both upper and lower link data  sets and examining the 
data in a physical sense, provided insight to the offset problem. W hen the pendulum 
is released, the top link begins rotating instantly which leads to  a large change in 
orientation. The lower link, on the other hand, translates initially (demonstrated by 
the initial flat portion of Figure 4.7C) before starting rotation. Although the range 
of angles the lower link moved through was almost twice the range of the upper link, 
the initial change in angle for the upper link, approximately 1.25 rad, is substantially 
larger than the initial angular change in the lower link, approximately 0.75 rad. As 
was mentioned earlier, the orientation was found by double integrating the angular 
acceleration data, which resulted in some signal drift. To remove this, the data  was 
passed through the 4th order high-pass Butterworth filter (0.5 Hz cut-off), which was 
discussed in Chapter 3. Although this filter was shown to be effective for removing 
drift, in some cases it can cause distortion. The distortion is seen in the form of 
filter transients, which result because of the filters recursive nature. Recursive filters 
rely on past and future data  to  determine the current value. Large differences in 
these values can cause an impulse-like response when passed through the filter. This 
impulse gives rise to  transients, which cause either over or underestim ation making 
it impossible to determine the offset based on the initial values alone. However,
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because peak matching was successful for removing the offset, the transient effect is 
not present throughout the entire data  set. Based on this knowledge the initial 1.5 s 
of angular acceleration data  was duplicated and placed at the start of the signal prior 
to integration. The length of data  duplicated was determined based on at what point 
the end of the duplicated data would closely match the data  in the original signal 
following the impulse. Figure 4.9 shows the result.
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Figure 4.9: Upper-link orientation with the addition of ficticious data

The addition of fictitious data  appears to have improved the transient problem, and 
greatly reduced error in this parameter. Initial angle matching has been made possible 
but there is still some over estimation following the large initial angular change. Aside 
from this discrepancy the orientation data  is within 0.10 rad  (5.7 deg) or less than 
10% of the full scale range. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the correlation coefficient (R), and 
root mean square errors (RMSE) for comparisons between the angular accelerations, 
angular velocities, and orientations obtained from accelerometers, potentiometers and 
high speed cameras for the upper and lower links. Although the potentiometers 
are considered the most accurate device for angular measurement, the accelerometer 
system is also compared with camera data. This was done since high speed cameras 
will be the only source of verification during crash testing. To ensure the camera 
system is reliable for determination of angular kinematics, the R  and RMSE values
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for a comparison between potentiometer and camera derived angular parameters were 
found. Since the results of this comparison were better than what was obtained when 
the potentiom eters and accelerometers were compared, camera data can be considered 
a reliable verification source during the crash test experiment.

Table 4.1: R and RMSE angular coefficients for upper-link (2 g)
Accel vs. Pot angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9729 0.9885 0.9686
RMSE 6.8331 ^ 0.3183 0.5605 rad
A ccel vs. Cam angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9608 0.9888 0.9699
RMSE 7.4786 â* 0.3317 ^ 0.5434 rad

Table 4.2: R and RMSE angular coefficients for lower-link (2 g)
A ccel vs. Pot angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9922 0.9984 0.9935
RMSE 5.4086 0.2324 es* 0.0708 rad
Accel vs. Cam angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9988 0.9982 0.9926
RMSE 2.6718 ^ 0.2451 ^---  -----£_________ 0.0774 rad

The correlation coefficient (R) is a measure of the relationship between two vari
ables, while RMSE approximates the average error between them. The closer the 
value of R is to  1, the better the relationship between the compared variables. The 
results in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show that there is a high correlation between the different 
systems when measuring angular parameters. In many of the plots it is difficult to 
distinguish between the different measurement systems. The average errors expressed 
as a percentage of range are all well under 10%, with the exception of upper-link orien
tation. However, the R and RMSE values for orientation in Table 4.1 are based on the 
data  shown in Figure 4.5C. By adding 1.5 s of data  prior to  integration and filtering, 
the R  and RMSE coefficients for accelerometers versus potentiometers improved to 
0.9688 and 0.1000, while the coefficients for accelerometers versus cameras improved 
to  0.9720 and 0.0930 respectively. Based on these values, the error in upper-link 

orientation is less than  10% as well.

4 .2 .2  2 g T ranslational M easu rem en ts

The translational acceleration for the double pendulum joint was determined from 

then equation
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a jo in t /N  — 0-1 board\/N  +  <*N x  rV  +  uijv  X  ( lon  x  r /v).

Where aiboardl is the vector as described in Chapter 2, from board 1, while a , 
and ui were determined from accelerometer measurements and r  is the vector from ac
celerometer 1 on the upper link to the joint. This upper link is assumed to be the rigid 
body as discussed in Chapter 2. Because the joint is in-line with the accelerometers, 
there is only one component in the vector r. This term  was derived from high speed 
camera data, however, it could have been measured directly. The jo in t’s translational 
velocities and displacements were determined through single and double integration of 
the acceleration vector. As was the case with angular information, initial conditions 
for translational velocity and position were not preserved after integration. The initial 
velocity and acceleration were zero because the body is at rest prior to  release, while 
the initial displacement was set to  be zero. Although, in a global reference, the start 
position is not zero, subtracting the initial displacement gives position relative to the 
pendulums starting point which is what we desire. Also, because the equation above 
is based in a body fixed frame, the rotation m atrix

[M] [N l],
cos @nnk i sin 0
s i n  0 U n k \  CO S O l i n k l

which was derived in Chapter 2, was required to  transform the translational kinematics 
to  the global reference frame.

As was mentioned in the angular measurement section, high speed cameras di
rectly measure position. This data was single and double differentiated to  obtain 
translational velocities and accelerations to  be compared with accelerometer output. 
Potentiometer da ta  was not compared in th is section because they were not set-up to 
directly measure translational parameters and, therefore, the cameras were a better 
standard. A comparison of translational kinematics will now be presented.

Figure 4.10 shows overlaid plots of translational X and Y accelerations obtained 
from accelerometers and high speed cameras. Figure 4.9A, which contains transla
tional X-accelerations, appears to  show good agreement between accelerometers and 
cameras, while Figure 4.9B, which compares translational Y-accelerations, shows some 
deviations. This is not surprising since the  range of accelerations in the Y-direction 
are half of those in the X-direction, while the uncertainty in acceleration for either 
direction is close to  the same (uncertainty in Y-direction is 80% of uncertainty in 
X-direction from Chapter 3). Therefore, the difference between cameras and ac
celerometers should be more noticeable in the  Y-direction.
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Figure 4.10: Translational X and Y accelerations of the pendulum joint (2 g)

Figure 4.11 compares the pendulum joints translational X and Y velocities. Figures 
4.10A and 4.10B show a general agreement between the systems for both components 
of velocity. However, it was discussed earlier th a t the pendulum starts from rest and, 
therefore, the initial velocity should be zero but this does not appear to be the case. 
Both accelerometer signals, X and Y, appear to  start just off 0 but match up with 
camera data  after a short time. The data  was not manually adjusted to  zero since 
any adjustment would have introduced a constant offset throughout the data.
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Figure 4.11: Translational X and Y velocities of the pendulum  joint (2 g)

Figure 4.12 compares translational X and Y displacements. A somewhat consistent 
offset between accelerometer and camera output was seen in Figures 4.12A and 4.12B, 
which was similar to  what occurred in the orientation plot from Figure 4.6. Again, 
filter transients have corrupted the early part of the signal making removal of the 
offset impossible by subtracting the initial value alone. Since the addition of fictitious 
data  reduced the effect of filter transients in orientation, a similar approach was taken 
again. 1.5s of translational X and Y-acceleration data was duplicated and placed at 
the start of each signal prior to  integration. Figure 4.13 shows the new displacement 

data.
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Figure 4.12: Translational X and Y displacements of the pendulum joint (2 g)
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Figure 4.13: Translational X and Y displacements with the addition of ficticious data

The addition of fictitious data  has improved the offset problem present in Figure 
4.11. However, the agreement between accelerometer and camera output does not 
appear to be as good as the other parameters tha t have been discussed thus far. Also, 
the drift has not been removed entirely from the translational Y-displacement which 
deviates after 2 s. As was the case with translational acceleration, more noticeable 
discrepancy was expected in the Y-direction since uncertainties in both  directions are 
close to  the same, but the range of motion in the X-direction is much larger. Table
4.3 shows the R  and RMSE coefficients for comparisons between translational X and Y 
acceleration, velocity and displacement obtained from accelerometers and cameras.

The R  coefficients, and RMSE values, demonstrate mostly good agreement for 
all translational variables except displacement. However, since the system is being 
designed for the analysis of head and jaw kinematics during rear im pact, the time 
period we are interested in is the initial 0.5 s. During this time period the agreement
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Table 4.3: R  and RMSE translational coefficients for pendulum joint (2 g)
X -Direct (Accel vs. Cam) acceleration velocity displacement
R
RMSE

0.9713 
1.9463 ^

0.9409 
0.2576 f

0.9039 
0.0695 m

Y -Direct (Accel vs. Cam) acceleration velocity displacement
R 0.9079 0.8881 0.8555
RMSE 1.3391 ^ 0.1025 ^ 0.0389 rn

between accelerometer and camera displacement output is better than  the signal as a 
whole. The error, expressed as a percentage of the range, for position measurement 
with accelerometers in the X-direction during the first 0.5 s ranged from 0-13.5% with 
the error not exceeding 5% for the first 300 ms, while the error in the Y-direction 
ranged from 0-14%, and did not exceed 10.5% for the first 300 ms. Average errors, 
or RSME values, for acceleration and velocity are under 10% when expressed as a 
percentage of range.

4 .2 .3  10 g  A ngu lar M easurem ents

The same procedure used to determine angular variables from 2 g acceleration mea
surements was also applied to the 10 g measurements. Angular accelerations were 
measured directly while angular velocity and displacement were found through inte
gration. Although it was shown in Chapter 3 th a t we should be able to determine 
static angles within approximately 4 deg, much higher error was seen in practical ap
plication. For this reason, the initial angle was determined from potentiometer data. 
The primary interest here was to determine how much using accelerometers with de
creased sensitivity and, thus, reduced measurement resolution, would affect kinematic 
measurements during the same motion.

Figure 4.14 plots accelerometer signals from the two accelerometers used to deter
mine angular acceleration. A difference of nearly 6 can be seen at tim e 0 between 
the two data  sets. This substantial difference is caused by accelerometer bias, which 
is approximately lOx higher than was predicted in Chapter 3. Variance in accelerom
eter bias was noticed during, both 2 g and 10 g testing, and no definite explanation 
was uncovered. Since NullLevels are subtracted from the accelerometer signals prior 
to converting the voltages to accelerations (this procedure is shown in Chapter 2), an 
error in NullLevels was expected to be the cause the bias problem. However, upon 
re-calibration, the NullLevels were nearly the same. Some other possible explanations 
for the bias issue are stray voltages th a t may be the result of board construction, since 
they were not assembled professionally, or the data  acquisition system itself. However,
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I am not knowledgeable enough in the construction of the system to be certain. As a 
result of this offset, large DC values are expected in the angular acceleration data.
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-15
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Figure 4.14: 10 g parallel accelerometer signals from upper-link during double
pendulum motion

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the full and zoomed frequency spectrums for upper 
and lower link angular acceleration measurements with 10 g accelerometers. The DC 
offsets are 6-10x the magnitude of the next largest frequency component. As was 
the case in the 2 g experiment, initial conditions will be used to remove part of the 
offset, and hopefully reduce the uncertainty to an acceptable level. A comparison of 
angular param eters obtained from the different devices will now be presented. Since 
the procedure for determining two-dimensional kinematics with the 10 g system is the 
same as it was for the 2 g system (addition of fictitious data  etc.), only final results 

will be shown.
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Figure 4.15: Frequency components of the upper-link’s angular acceleration (10 g)
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Figure 4.16: Frequency components of the lower-link’s angular acceleration (10 g)

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show comparisons of angular accelerations, velocities and 
displacements for the upper and lower links which were obtained from 10 g accelerom
eters, cameras and potentiometers. The plots show good agreement for the kinematic 
param eters obtained by all three measurement devices. The large DC values, which 
were shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16, were mostly removed by subtracting the initial 
angular acceleration value, since the pendulum  started from rest. Although the un
certainty in accelerometer measurements was much larger than  expected, it does not 
appear to have a large effect on angular kinematics. As was necessary m the 2 g 
case, the initial 1.5 s of angular acceleration data  for the upper link was duphcated 
and placed at the start of the signal prior to  integration. This reduced the effects of 
filter transients on the orientation information and allowed the offset to  be removed 
by adding the initial angle. Based on the analysis in Chapter 3, the uncertainties in 
the angular parameters were expected to  be only slightly worse than  those obtained 
with the 2 g system. The additional uncertainty was caused by the large DC value
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th a t resulted from accelerometer bias.
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Figure 4.17: Angular kinematic variable comparison for the upper-link (10 g)
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Figure 4.18: Angular kinematic variable comparison for the lower link (10 g)

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show R and RMSE values for comparisons between kinematic 
parameters obtained from the different devices for both upper and lower links.

Table 4.4: R and RMSE angular coefficients for upper link (10 g)
Accel vs. Pot angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9852 0.9906 0.9831
RMSE 5 .6 6 2 1 ^ 0 .3 5 8 0 ^ 0.0950rad
Accel vs. Cam angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9920 0.9913 0.9843
RMSE 4 .9 1 0 0R̂* . 0 .3 5 8 0 ^ 0.0822rad

These results are similar to  what was obtained with the 2 g accelerometers. The
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Table 4.5: R and RMSE angular coefficients for lower link (10 g)
A ccel vs. Pot angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9840 0.9986 0.9914
RMSE 11 .6 6 2 3 ^ 0 .3 1 0 5 ^ 0.1150rad
Accel vs. Cam angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9898 0.9990 0.9923
RMSE 11 .6 2 9 6 ^ 0 .3 0 2 1 ^ 0.1067rad

average error for the lower link angular acceleration is noticeably larger than  the upper- 
link. A somewhat consistent difference between the accelerometers and verification 
devices can be seen in Figure 4.18A, which was removed by the application of a high- 
pass filter in the angular velocity and displacement plots. This is typically caused by 
bias error, which we attem pted to remove by subtracting the initial value. However, 
some difference is still present, which increased the root mean square error for the 
lower link. As expected, the decrease in sensitivity and system resolution does not 
appear to  have had a large effect on the measurement of angular kinematics. Next, 
the ability of the 10 g accelerometers for translational measurement was assessed.

4 .2 .4  10 g  T ranslational M easu rem en ts

The same approach used to determine translational kinematics based on 2 g accelerom
eter measurements was also used in this section. Translational acceleration was found 
by applying Equation 2.2, while velocity and displacement were found through inte
gration. Once again only final results will be presented.

Figure 4.19 shows translational X and Y accelerations. Although the accelerom
eter and camera data  does show similar trends, the agreement between the different 
devices does not appear to  be as good as the 2 g accelerometers provided. Since the 
translational acceleration components were found by combining translational accelera
tions of a point on the body, which was obtained from a single accelerometer, with the 
angular acceleration and velocity components, one of these param eters must be the 
cause of the difference. However, in the earlier section it was determined th a t there 
is very little difference between angular parameters obtained with either the 10 g or 
2 g accelerometers, therefore, the problem must be caused by the single accelerometer 
output. This is not surprising since the uncertainty in 10 g accelerometer measure
ments was much higher than  predicted in Chapter 3, which is evident when Figures

4.3 and 4.14 are compared.
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Figure 4.19: Translational X and Y accelerations of the pendulum joint (10 g)

Figure 4.20A compares translational velocity in the X-direction, while 4.20B com
pares translational velocity in the Y-direction. The agreement between accelerometers 
and cameras appears to  be better in the X-direction than the Y-direction. This trend 
was also seen in the 2 g experiment, and occurs here for the same reasons.
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Figure 4.20: Translational X and Y velocities of the pendulum joint (10 g)

Figure 4.21 compares X and Y translational displacements. X-displacement, which 
is shown in plot 4.20A, appears to be much better than Y-displacement. This was 
expected for the same reasons discussed in the velocity section. Again 1.5 s of data 
was added to  the start of both displacement da ta  sets and although it did remove the 
offset in the X-direction, it was not effective for removing it in the Y-direction.
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Figure 4.21: Translational X and Y displacements of the pendulum joint (10 g)

Tables 4.6 shows R and RMSE values for comparisons between accelerometer and 

camera output for the upper and lower links.

Table 4.6: R  and RMSE translational coefficients for pendulum joint (10 g)
X -Direct (A ccel vs. Cam) acceleration velocity displacement
R 0.9715 0.9404 0.9185
RMSE 2.8293 $ 0.2663 ¥a— 0.0586 m
Y -D ire c t (A ccel vs. Cam) acceleration velocity displacement
R 0.9408 0.7884 0.3662
RMSE 3.3183 0.2261 f 0.1335 to

Based on the coefficients shown above there is better agreement between the  mea
surement devices in the X-direction than  the Y-direction. In fact, the results in R 
and RMSE values for the kinematic param eters in the X-direction are very close to 
what was obtained with the 2 g accelerometers. The correlation in translational dis
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placement for both directions appears to be poor based on the statistical methods used 
above. However, if we look at the first 0.5 s and express the error as a percentage of the 
displacement range, as was done in the ,2 g case, then error for X-displacement remains 
below 10% while error for Y-displacement still reaches 90%. The Y-displacement data 
becomes unreliable after approximately 300 ms, when the error exceeds 25%. Based 
on the results from this experiment the 10 g accelerometer error was within 10% of the 
full scale range, with the exception of Y-displacement. Although the lack of sensitivity 
had more noticeable effects on measurements in the Y-direction, larger accelerations 
are expected during crash testing, which would decrease error when expressed as a 
percentage of range.

4.3 C onclusions

In summary, it was observed th a t both the  2 g and 10 g accelerometer systems ade
quately measured, based on R and RMSE values, many aspects of the double pendulum 
motion. The accelerometer derived angular accelerations, velocities and displace
ments, for both 2 g and 10 g systems, were within 10% of the potentiometer and high 
speed camera results. However, angular displacement data  for the upper link was 
greatly improved by initializing the high-pass filter, which was necessary because of 
the large initial movement tha t occurred when the pendulum was released. Removal 
of the filter transients allowed offsets to  be eliminated by matching start values, as 
opposed to peak matching, so the accelerometer system could be used independently 
provided the initial angle of the body is known, or can be determined. This same issue 
may arise during crash testing since the impact is expected to  cause large initial move
ments of the head and jaw. Although the 10 g accelerometers lack of sensitivity did not 
seem to have much of an effect on angular measurements, some differences were seen 
in translational kinematics. The large uncertainty in accelerometer measurements, 
which was assumed to be a result of some bias error for lack of a better explanation, 
caused an increase in translational acceleration uncertainty that was transferred to all 
other translational kinematic parameters. Despite this fact, a large difference in per
formance was not seen in the X-direction for acceleration, velocity and displacement. 
However, the 2 g accelerometer system was noticeably more accurate for measurements 
in the Y-direction. The largest difference was seen in Y-displacement where the 10 g 
accelerometers overestimated the camera output and showed only marginal agreement 
in the first 0.3 s, while the 2 g system was within 15% error, expressed as a percentage 
of range, for the first 0.5 s.
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Based on the results obtained here, the systems are, for the most part, interchange
able for measurement of angular parameters. The 2 g system would be a better choice 
for measurement of translation, but since crash testing involves impact where acceler
ations in excess of 2 g’s are a possibility, 10 g accelerometers may still be required. In 
the next chapter the performance of the 2 g and 10 g accelerometers during rotating 
and translating motion will be evaluated.
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Translating Pendulum  A nalysis

In this chapter, the results of measuring the 2-D kinematics of a translating pendulum, 
with 2 g and 10 g accelerometers, are reported. In the previous chapter we saw 
th a t both systems (2 g and 10 g) were able to measure the m ajority of kinematic 
parameters with acceptable accuracy. However, during rear-impact the head and 
jaw do not just rotate but also translate, therefore, the system’s ability to measure 
this type of motion was used as the next step for verification. In this experiment, 
angular kinematics obtained from the accelerometers were verified with encoders and 
high speed cameras, while only high speed cameras were used to verify translational 
kinematics. Because neither system emerged as a clear choice for crash test analysis 
in the previous experiment, both 2 g and 10 g accelerometers were evaluated again and 
the effects of reduced sensitivity were assessed. The results presented in this section 
were obtained from separate tests with the 2 g and 10 g accelerometer systems.

5.1 Experim ental D esign

In this experiment a sinusoidally translating cart, which had a single pendulum sus
pended from it, was used as the test apparatus. The pendulum was specifically 
designed with an extension arm  to more accurately simulate the crash test set-up 
where the point of interest is not in-line with the accelerometers. The pendulum is 
shown in Figure 5.1. Encoders monitored the orientation of the pendulum as well as 
the location of the cart along the track. Because the cart system was prefabricated 
the encoders, which had a built in power supply, did not need to  be re-calibrated. 
However, they were tested to ensure they were operating properly. The accelerometer 
boards, which contained 2 g and 10 g accelerometers, were connected to a 5 V linear 
power supply and fixed to the pendulum. In this experiment, accelerometer ouputs

83
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were not collected with the NIDAQ, instead they were relayed to the cart’s built in 
D-Space data  acquisition system and sampled at 2000 Hz. This higher sampling rate 
was required to  catch the signal from the high speed cameras, since they were used to 
trigger da ta  collection. Three high speed cameras, which were operating at 200 Hz, 
were calibrated f o r a l m x l m x l m  space to  monitor pendulum motion. Reflective 
markers were placed at the point of translation, on the end of the extension piece, and 
on one accelerometer from each board. This set-up can be seen in Figures 5.1 and 
5.2.

Point o* • ans.ation

Figure 5.1: Fully instrumented pendulum
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Figure 5.2: Translating pendulum test set-up

D ata collection was triggered by manually starting the cameras, following the ini
tiation of cart movement, and continued for a 5 s period. A block diagram, which 
was assembled in Simulink, was used in conjunction with a dspace interface to control 
the cart’s motion and collect sensor output. The model allowed modification of the 
frequency and amplitude of the input sine wave. The input sine wave for this exper
iment had an amplitude of 0.1 m at a frequency of 1 Hz. Raw sensor outputs were 
low-pass filtered down to 15 Hz prior to any analysis. Camera output was collected, 
and converted to  position information, with PCReflex software. All analysis software 
which was used to  determine angular and translational kinematics, and compare the 
different systems was written in MATLAB. Integrated accelerometer data  was pre
filtered with a 4th order Butterworth filter (0.5 Hz cut-off), while differentiated camera 
and encoder data  was smoothed with a 5th order low-pass Butterworth filter with a 
15 Hz cut-off. These filters were chosen for the same reasons explained in the previous 
chapter. Also, frequency spectrum and residual analysis was done, however, the plots 
are not shown. 2 g and 10 g accelerometer performance was evaluated in separate 

tests.
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5.2 D iscu ssion /R esu lts

In this discussion, the performance of both types of accelerometers will be evaluated 
based on their abilities to measure angular and translational motion. The evaluation 
consists of comparing simultaneously recorded accelerometer, encoder, and high speed 
camera data. Although two accelerometer boards were attached to  the  pendulum, 
only the results from the board closest to the cart are presented. The second board was 
added to  determine if a larger spacing between accelerometers would improve angular 
measurements, however, because the pendulum was not entirely rigid, the vibrations 
generated during swing corrupted the results. One thing to  note is th a t the dspace 
data  acquisition system, which was used in this experiment, has 16 bit resolution, while 
the NIDAQ system used in the previous chapter had only 12 bit resolution. This makes 
a significant difference since it improves both 2 g and 10 g system resolutions by more 
than  2x in the 2 g case, and more than  5x in the 10 g case. The uncertainty in 
2 g accelerometer measurements improves from 17.4 mg (from Chapter 3) to 7.1 mg, 
while the uncertainty in 10 g accelerometer measurements improves from 51.0 mg to 
9.6 mg. Based on these values, the results obtained from 2 g and 10 g systems are 
expected to be similar. Figure 5.3 shows the coordinate system established for this 
experiment.

[M3 - - Global reference frame com posed of X.Y.Z
[N] - - Body fixed reference frame com posed of n1 ,n2,r 3

Figure 5.3: Translating pendulum coordinate system
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[M] refers to the global reference frame, while [N] refers to  the body fixed reference 
frame, as described in Chapter 2. In this experiment, translation is defined as relative 
to the s ta r t position of the marker on the extension piece. For angular measure, the 
vertical position is considered the zero angle.

5.2 .1  2 g  A ngu lar M easurem ents

As was the  case in the previous chapter, angular acceleration was measured directly 
while angular velocity and displacement were found through single and double inte
gration. Although the pendulum does start from rest with the initial condition for all 
angular param eters being zero, manual triggering of data  collection made it difficult 
to synchronize the start of data collection with the initiation of cart movement. To 
counter this problem, Is of data was recorded prior to the start of the test. At t =  -1 s, 
the pendulum ’s initial conditions would be zero while the conditions a t t  — 0 s, which 
corresponds to  the start of the test, may not be zero. By initiating integration at t  =  
-1 s, the non-zero start conditions were determined. High speed camera and encoder 
data  was differentiated to  obtain angular velocities and accelerations for comparison.

In the previous Chapter, raw accelerometer signal were plotted to  show the re
lationship the time and frequency domains. In this Chapter, only the frequency 
spectrums will be shown. Figure 5.4 shows the frequency spectrum  of the angular 
acceleration data  obtained with the 2 g accelerometers. Since the uncertainty in 
accelerometer measure was greatly improved by the dspace data  acquisition system, 
which was discussed earlier, a large DC offset was not anticipated. Upon inspection 
of Figure 5.4B, it is apparent tha t the amplitude of the zero frequency component is 
almost non-existent. The largest frequency component can be seen at 1 Hz, which 
results from the sine wave being input to  the cart. Low uncertainty is expected in 
the angular parameters determined with this system.
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Figure 5.4: Frequency components of the translating pendulum ’s angular
acceleration (2 g)

A comparison of the angular parameters obtained from the three different systems 
will now be presented. Figure 5.5 compares the angular accelerations, angular veloc
ities and angular displacements obtained from the accelerometers, encoders and high 
speed cameras. Although there appears to  be some high frequency noise a t the peaks 
of the angular acceleration data, it was determined to  be a characteristic of the move
ment since the trend is seen in all three devices. Since the noise occurs a t the peaks, 
when the pendulum  is changing directions, it is likely caused by the vibrations gener
ated as a result of the pendulum not being entirely rigid. In the angular velocity and 
displacement plots, there is deviation of accelerometer data  from high speed camera 
and encoder data, which appears to be caused by filter end transients. To determine 
if this was the case, the filter was applied to a 3.75 s section of the same data and the 
results were overlaid with the original 5 s signal. This is shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Translating pendulum angular kinematic variable comparison (2 g)
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of high pass filtering full and partial data  sets

As expected, the cropped data  set, which refers to the 3.75 s of data, does not 
m atch the full data  set. However, since the effects of the filter are seen only a t the 
end of the output, and we are interested in the start, this may not be a problem. By 
setting the sample time to  exceed the period of interest by a minimum of one second, 
the effects of the filter will not corrupt the im portant data. As was done for the 
double pendulum results, the correlation coefficient (R) and root mean square error 
(RMSE) have been determined based on the comparison between accelerometers with 
high speed cameras and encoders for all angular variables. The results are presented 

in Table 5.1.

Since the R value for all variables is close to  1, the signal shapes compare well. The 
average error seen in angular acceleration is noticeably lower than  the double pendulum  
experiments, which is due to the increased resolution of the DAQ. However, the errors 
in omega and theta, based on the table above, are close to the same or higher when
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Table 5.1: R and RMSE angular coefficients (2 g)
A ccel vs. Encoder angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9932 0.9802 0.9841
RMSE 2.5266 0.7169 ^ 0.1079 rad
A ccel vs. Cam angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9781 0.9791 0.9853
RMSE 4.5720 f̂it* 0.7431 ^ 0.1052 rad

compared with the previous chapter. It should be noted tha t the R and RMSE values 
for angular velocity and displacement are based on the data sets where underestimation 
occurred in the final 1.5 s, which was determined to  be a result of the filter applied. 
If the both values were re-calculated based on the initial 3.5 seconds, improved results 
would be expected.

5 .2 .2  2 g  T ranslational M easu rem en ts

The param eters tha t will be discussed in this section are the translational acceleration, 
velocity and displacement of a point on the translating pendulum’s extension piece. In 
the double pendulum analysis, translational measurements were taken from the joint 
th a t connected the upper and lower links which was in-line with the accelerometers. 
For this experiment, the extension piece was added to the pendulum because it is a 
more accurate representation of the crash test set-up where the points we want to 
measure will not be in-line with the accelerometers. Because the initial accelerometer 
configuration in this experiment was the same as the previous chapter, determination 
of translational kinematics was done in the same way.

Also, camera output was single and double differentiated to obtain translational 
velocities and accelerations before being compared with the accelerometer output. 
Since the cameras directly measure translation of the marker on the extension piece, 
while the encoders are not set-up to  do so, they are the only source of verification in 
this section. A comparison between accelerometers and high speed cameras for trans
lational measurement of a translating and rotating pendulum will now be presented.

Figure 5.7 compares translational X and Y accelerations obtained from accelerom
eter and camera output. Figure 5.7A, which compares translational X accelerations, 
shows mostly good agreement between the two devices. The additional noise in the 
accelerations determined from the accelerometers was caused by pendulum vibrations, 
which were the result of the pendulum  not being entirely rigid. Also, there does
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appear to be some deviation in the last 1.5 s of the data set. This is not surprising 
since determination of translational accelerations required the use of angular velocities 
and displacements th a t showed a similar pattern. Figure 5.8 shows a longer duration 
test of the same motion.
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Figure 5.7: Translational X and Y accelerations of the extension piece (2 g)
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Figure 5.8: Translational X and Y accelerations of the extension piece during a
longer duration test (2 g)

Again the signal does not begin to  deviate until the final 1.0 to  1.5 seconds of 
the data  set, which is consistent with what occurred in the angular velocity and dis
placement plot. The comparison of translational Y-acceleration, which is shown in 
Figures 5.7B and 5.8B, shows better agreement than was seen in the translational X- 
acceleration plots. Based on the analysis in Chapter 3, larger uncertainty is expected 
in the X-direction than  the Y-direction. Also, the accelerations in the Y-direction 
fill more of the accelerometer range than  those measured in the X-direction. Both of 
these factors contribute to  the additional deviation seen in Figures 5.7A and 5.8A.

Figure 5.9 shows overlaid plots of translational X and Y velocities which were 
obtained from accelerometers and high speed cameras. The results shown in these 
plots are very similar to what was seen in Figure 5.7. The accelerometers deviate 
from the cameras in the final 1.5 seconds of Figure 5.9A while no deviation is seen in
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Figure 5.9B. Aside from the final 1.5 seconds of data, the discrepancies in X and Y- 
velocities determined from the accelerometers with those from the cameras is similar. 
This was expected since the range of velocities in either direction is nearly the same, 
and the expected uncertainty in the X-direction is only slightly larger than  in the 
Y-direction.
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Figure 5.9: Translational X and Y velocities of the extension piece (2 g)

translational X and Y displacements are compared in Figure 5.10. The agreement 
between the two systems in Figure 5.10A, which compares X-displacement, appears to 
be good until approximately 3.5 s, where underestimation can be seen. This was ex
pected since the same trend occurred in translational X-accleration and velocity. The 
accelerometer d a ta  in Figure 5.10B, which compares Y-displacement, underestimates 
the camera output from approximately 0.6 - 3.6 s. Since the dip th a t is seen in the 
Y-displacement da ta  was not present in the Y-acceleration or Y-velocity data  sets, 
the corruption is most likely a result of the filtering. However, the deviations seen in
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Figure 5.10 may not be a problem. Since the system will ultimately be used for crash 
testing, only the first 0.5 s of data, which is intact, is of importance. R and RMSE 
values for comparison of the translational variables determined from the two devices 
are shown in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.10: Translational X and Y displacements of the extension piece (2 g)

Table 5.2: R and RMSE translational coefficients (2 g)
X -Direct (Accel vs. Cam) acceleration velocity displacement
R 0.9586 0.9530 0.9228
RMSE 1.3608 ^ 0.1815 f 0.0462 m
Y -D irect (Accel vs. Cam) acceleration velocity displacement
R 0.9806 0.9831 0.8969
RMSE 1.1812 £ 0.0928 a<s 0.0643 m
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The R coefficients in the tables above show reasonable correlation between ac
celerometers and cameras for determination of translational variables. An R value 
below 0.9 is considered inadequate. The lowest R  value occurred when comparing 
data sets for Y-displacement. However, this value is based on the full signal while 
our interest is primarily in the first 0.5 seconds, since it is the time-frame used during 
crash testing The accelerometer system error for determination of Y-displacement, 
expressed as a percentage of the entire Y-displacement range, for the first 0.5 seconds 
varies from 0-8% with the error not exceeding 5% for the first 300 milliseconds. The 
improved resolution of the dspace system decreased the average error for all the kine
matic variables. If possible, a 16 bit data  acquisition system should be used for the 
analysis.

5 .2 .3  10 g A ngu lar M easurem ents

As was done in the double pendulum experiment, 10 g accelerometers were attached to 
the translating pendulum and subjected to  the same motion as the 2 g accelerometers 
in the previous section. This was done to assess the effects of reduced system resolution 
on determination of kinematic variables. However, the difference between the systems 
is not expected to be as significant as was seen in Chapter 4.

Figure 5.11 shows the frequency spectrum  for the 10 g accelerometer measurements 
of angular acceleration. As was the case with the 2 g system, the DC component is 
nearly 0. This is a much better result than  what was obtained in the double pendulum 
experiment, and would lead us to believe th a t the bias problem seen in Chapter 4 was 
more likely caused by the data acquisition system, as opposed to  the construction of 
the accelerometer boards.
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Figure 5.11: Frequency spectrum of translating pendulum ’s angular acceleration

(10 g)

Figure 5.12 compares the angular param eters obtained from 10 g accelerometers, 
encoders, and high speed cameras. These results are very similar to what was ob
tained with the 2 g accelerometers during the translating pendulum test previously 
discussed. The angular accelerations from all three systems agree very well, while 
the accelerometer output deviates from the other two devices when measuring angular 
velocity and displacement. This was determined to be an effect of high-pass filtering 
the data. The R ’s and RM SE’s for comparison of accelerometer results with those 
obtained from the encoders and high speed cameras have been determined and are 

shown in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.12: Translating pendulum angular kinematic variable comparison (10 g)

Table 5.3: R and RMSE angular coefficients (10 g)
A ccel vs. Encoder angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9713 0.9776 0.9756

RMSE 5.1515 z # 0.7457 222 0.1296 rad

Accel vs. Cam angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9545 0.9748 0.9754

RMSE 6.5617 ^ 0.7959 222
&■........... ................. —

0.1312 rad

The largest difference when comparing the results above with the 2 g test is seen in 
angular acceleration. However, some discrepancy was expected based on the differing
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system resolutions. Again, the high RMSE values for angular velocity and orientation 
are the result of the filter applied.

5 .2 .4  10 g T ranslational M easu rem en ts

The ability of the 10 g accelerometers to measure translational motion of the translat
ing pendulum will now be discussed. Figure 5.13 shows overlaid plots of translational 
accelerations obtained from the camera and accelerometer systems. More deviation 
can be seen in the X-direction than  the Y-direction, which was expected for the reasons 
mentioned earlier in this chapter.
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Figure 5.13: Translational X and Y accelerations of the extension piece (10 g)

Translational velocity plots are shown in Figure 5.14. The starting point for the X- 
velocity determined from the accelerometers and the starting point from the cameras 
do not line up. As was discussed earlier, Is of data prior to  the s ta rt of the test
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was recorded in an effort to  match non-zero start values, since data  collection could 
not be initiated with cart movement. In this case, there appears to  be some start-up 
transients, similar to what occurred in the double pendulum experiments, that cause 
underestimation. However, because the data  is not being matched a t time zero, an 
offset does not occur, and the rest of the data  mostly aligns. There does appear to 
be more deviation in X-velocity than  Y-velocity, which was not the case in the 2 g 
results. However, in the 2 g experiment, the range of velocities in both directions were 
nearly the same, while in this case the Y-velocity range is more than  0.5 ^  larger, 
which is an approximate range increase of 20%. Therefore, any deviations will be 
more apparent. Also, the uncertainty in X-velocity is expected to  be slightly larger 
than  the uncertainty in Y-velocity based on the analysis in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.14: Translational X and Y velocities of the extension piece (10 g)

Figure 5.15 plots the X and Y displacements that were obtained from the ac
celerometer and camera systems. Although the deviation in X-displacement da ta  sets
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is more substantial than  what was seen in the 2 g tests, the general shape of the signals 
is similar. The same trend seen in the 2 g derived Y-displacements is also present in 
the 10 g data. The high-pass filtering being applied appears to be corrupting some 
of the im portant frequency components. To determine if this is a filtering issue, the 
camera derived Y-displacements were passed through the same filter. The results are 
shown in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.15: Translational X and Y displacements of the extension piece (10 g)

After passing the camera data  through the filter, the agreement between the two 
devices improves substantially. A look at the frequency spectrum showed th a t the 
displacement data  from th a t cameras has a DC component, which is removed by the 
filter. However, this component had to be removed to  eliminate drift, and since the 
underestimation caused by the filter reaches approximately 3cm by 0.5 s, which is 
worse than what was obtained with the 2 g system, it is within 10% of the entire Y- 
displacement range. Table 5.5 contains the R ’s and RMSE’s for comparison between
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the translational variables determined by the different systems.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of camera and accelerometer derived Y-displacements 
passed through a 4th order high pass Butterworth filter with a 0.5 Hz cut-off

Table 5.4: R and RMSE translational coefficients (10 g)
X -Direct (Accel vs. Cam) acceleration velocity displacement
R 0.8478 0.8413 0.6690
RMSE 2.1785 ¥fSz 0.3053 f 0.1410 ra
Y -Direct (Accel vs. Cam) acceleration velocity displacement
R 0.9682 0.9726 0.9064
RMSE 1.4580 ^ 0.1359 ¥________b_ 0.0314 m

The results in the table above show poor correlation for acceleration, velocity 
and displacement in the X-direction. Underestimation in the final 1.0-1.5 s of data 
decreased these values. This was determined to  be caused by the angular parameters 
tha t were used to  derive the translational kinematics. Although there is a noticeable 
dip in the Y-displacement data, the error as a percentage of full range is only 0- 
9.5%, which is acceptable. Although the decreased system resolution has reduced the 
accuracy for determination of translational parameters, a noticeable difference is only
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present in the Y-displacement data.

5.3 C onclusions

The results obtained in this experiment demonstrate that both 2 g and 10 g accelerom
eter systems can accurately determine the 2-D kinematics of a translating, rotating 
object. Although the agreement of the 2 g accelerometers with the encoders and high 
speed cameras was still better than what was obtained with the 10 g accelerometers, 
the difference between their performance was not as large as what was seen in the 
double pendulum experiment. One problem th a t was encountered w ith both systems 
during this experiment was underestimation of angular velocity and displacement in 
the final second of data, which was attribu ted  to  the application of high-pass filtering. 
However, since it is known that underestimation will occur, sampling for a time pe
riod of sufficient length will ensure that the transient effects occur after the period of 
interest.

A comparison of translational kinematics, determined by both systems, showed 
only a slight improvement was obtained with the 2 g accelerometers. Although 
the high-pass filter did not have to be initialized in this study, since the  translating 
pendulum motion starts more gradually, its effects could still be seen. In both  2 g 
and 10 g trials, the accelerometer derived Y-displacements start in agreement with 
the cameras, underestimate them  from approximately 0.5-4 s, and then  move back up 
to agreement for the final Is. However, the error for the first 0.5 s of motion, when 
expressed as a percentage of range, was still only about 10% for both systems, which is 
a better result than  what was obtained with the double pendulum. Improved results 
were expected since the data  acquisition system used had much higher resolution. If 
possible, a 16-bit da ta  acquisition system should be used in the crash analysis.

Based on the results of this study, the difference between performance of the sys
tems is not significant. Although improved R ’s and RM SE’s were obtained when 
comparing the 2 g accelerometers with encoders and high speed cameras, the differ
ence was not statistically significant. However, because crash testing involves impact, 
where accelerations in excess of 2 g’s are a possibility, the 10 g accelerometers are a 
better choice. In the next chapter, accelerometers will be used to  determine head and 
jaw kinematics during simulated rear-impact.
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In this chapter, the results of measuring the 2-D kinematics of the head and jaw dur
ing simulated rear-impact with 10 g accelerometers are reported. Because motion 
was initiated by impact, the accelerations experienced by the subject were expected 
to  exceed 2 g’s. Therefore, only 10 g accelerometers were used in this study. Also, 
the experiment was under time constraint since the sled was only available for a short 
period so only one system could be tested. Finally, the results of the translating pen
dulum tests showed little difference between the systems when measuring simultaneous 
translation and rotation. Since it was not feasible to instrument the subjects with 
potentiometers or encoders, verification of the 10 g accelerometer system, for angular 
and translational measurement, was done with high speed cameras only. The results 
presented in this section are from a single test where the subject experienced a change 
in velocity due to impact of 3 ^2 .

6.1 E xperim ental Set-U p

In this experiment, a subject was exposed to rear-impact via a car seat which was 
attached to a rolling track, and set in motion by a hydraulic ram. Head and jaw 
movement, which resulted from the impact, were measured with a 10 g accelerometer 
system. W hen the accelerometer boards were fixed to the head and jaw it was 
im portant th a t there w’as no relative motion between the board and the body it was 
attached to. This was im portant because the analysis is based on the assumption tha t 
the board and either head or jaw are part of the same rigid body. Since preventing 
relative motion when the accelerometers are attached to soft tissue is difficult, a tooth 
tray  and mounting bracket system was employed. A dental impression tray  was 
fitted with an inverted T-shaped mounting bracket, as seen in Figure 6.1, to which 
the accelerometers were bolted. To insure accurate 2-D measurements an attachm ent

104
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jig, which was adjustable in three-dimensions, was used to  hold the mounting bracket 
perpendicular to  the tray during attachment.

Figure 6.1: M outh bracket for attachm ent of accelerometer board and reflective
markers

Prior to  placing the trays in the subject’s m outh, the accelerometer boards were 
bolted to the brackets. The trays were then adhered to  the upper and lower teeth 
using Polyvinylsiloxane Impression Material, which is normally used to  take dental 
impressions. The boards were powered by a 5 V linear power supply and output from 
the sensors was relayed to the 12-bit NIDAQ system through 5m ribbon cables and 
a breakout box. Although a 16-bit systems would have been a better choice, I was 
unable to  get access to  one. Special headgear was worn to  support the cables, and 
prevent their weight from affecting head and jaw movement. This is shown in Figure 
6.2. Figure 6.3 shows the test set-up.
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Figure 6.2: Fully instrum ented subject

Figure 6.3: Test set-up including: seat, rolling track, high speed camera system and
subject

Three high speed cameras, which sampled at 200 Hz, were positioned along the 
first 2 m of the 5 m test track since th a t is where the movement of interest was 
expected to occur. They were calibrated for a 2 m x 2 m x l m  area to  capture the 
subject’s impending motion. Two reflective markers were placed on each mounting 
bracket, one was placed on the subject’s temple, and another was placed on their chin. 
The position of these markers was used to determine the angular and translational 
kinematics of the head and jaw.
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To begin the test, the instrumented subject was placed in the car seat and the 
hydraulic pressure was set. Accelerometer and high speed camera data  collection 
was in itiated by the firing of the hydraulic cylinder and continued for a 5 s period. 
Information from the NIDAQ was collected with MATLAB, at a rate  of 4000 Hz, 
while cam era output was collected with PCReflex software. A 4000 Hz sampling 
rate was used to prevent any aliasing as a result of impact. Although 4000 Hz 
may have been excessive, it was used since there was little restriction on how fast we 
could sample, while the implications of under-sampling would have caused us to  lose 
im portant data. The determination of angular and translational parameters, as well 
as overlaying of data sets and statistical comparison of kinematic parameters obtained 
from the  different systems, was done with MATLAB. The 10 g accelerometer system 
was set to  record 1 s of data prior to the firing of the cylinder, and all data  was low- 
pass filtered down to 15 Hz prior to any data  analysis. Although this seems like a low 
cut-off for an impact study, the impact was not direct and the change in velocity was 
small. Frequency spectrum and residual analysis was performed to  verify the cut-off, 
however, the plots are not shown. Although a number of trials were performed, only 
one subject’s data will be presented. These results are representative of what was 
obtained with the system. The results of measuring head and jaw kinematics, with 
10 g accelerometers, during low speed rear-impact will now be presented.

6.2 D iscu ssion /R esu lts

In this discussion the performance of the 10 g accelerometers for measuring 2-D angu
lar and translational kinematics during rear-impact will be evaluated. The evaluation 
is based on comparison with high speed camera measurements. The coordinate system 
used in this experiment is shown in Figure 6.4.
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|[M] - - Global reference frame composed of X,Y,Z 
|[N1 ] - - Jaw reference frame composed of n11 ,n12,n13 
[N2] - - Head reference frame composed of n21,n22,n23

Figure 6.4: Coordinate system for crash test experiment

[M] refers to the global reference frame, while [Nl] and [N2] refer to  the  head 
and jaw fixed reference frames. In this experiment, translation for the head and jaw 
is defined relative to  the start position of the temple and chin markers, as shown in 
Figure 6.4. Rotation is defined relative to  the horizontal axis, with clockwise rotation 
being positive.

6 .2 .1  H ead  and  Jaw  A ngular K in em atics

As was done in the previous experiments, angular acceleration was measured directly 
while angular velocities and orientations were found through integration. Since the 
subject started from rest, the initial conditions for angular acceleration and velocity 
could be set to  zero. However, the initial angular offset had to be determined from 
camera output to ensure the effects of gravity were removed. The positions of reflective 
markers, which were recorded with high speed cameras, were converted to  orientations 
and then differentiated to  obtain angular velocity and acceleration.

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the frequency spectrums for angular accelerations of the 
head and jaw with the initial value subtracted. Prior to  subtraction, DC values 
similar to those seen in Chapter 4 were present. One noticeable difference in these
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frequency spectrums compared to  those in the pendulum experiments is th a t there is 
no frequency component with a substantially larger magnitude than  the others. Also, 
there is a larger spread in the frequency content, which is mostly due to  the frequency 
leakage that results from windowing.
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Figure 6.5: Frequency components of the head’s angular acceleration
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Figure 6.6: Frequency components of the jaw ’s angular acceleration

A comparison between the angular variables obtained during a velocity change 
due to rear-impact of 3 where the subject was not aware of the impending im
pact, from the two systems will now be presented. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 compare the 
angular acceleration, velocity and displacement for the subject’s head and jaw. The 
results shown do not appear as good visually as what was obtained in the double 
and translating pendulum experiments. This is not surprising since there are addi
tional sources of uncertainty tha t were not present in the previous experiments. In 
the pendulum experiments, the motion was repetitive and confined to  two dimensions 
resulting in strong frequency components, while impact leads to a broader input fre
quency range. In this study it was assumed th a t the m ajority of motion would occur 
in two-dimensions, however, since no constraints were placed on the subject some mo
tion out of the plane could occur. This was seen by the high speed cameras which 
recorded marker position in three dimensions. Also, because of the nature of this 
study, factors existed th a t were not present in the pendulum experiments which re-
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duced the  accuracy of camera measurements. These factors will be discussed next. 
In the pendulum experiments, the cameras line of sight was never obstructed, while 
in this study the subject passes through the camera view. As a result, some of the 
cameras were unable to monitor the markers for the entire experiment and position 
had to  be determined based on measurements from two cameras as opposed to  three. 
Also, there wras a reduction in camera resolution since the calibration area had to  be 
made larger to accommodate the subject’s movement. Finally, because the markers 
were placed on soft tissue, some marker movement relative to the head or jaw could 
occur.
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Figure 6.7: Angular kinematics of the subject’s head during impact
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Angular Acceleration of the Jaw
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Figure 6.8: Angular kinematics of the subject’s jaw during impact

One problem that did not occur, but was expected, was larger effects of filter 
transients on the integrated data. In the double pendulum experiment, high-pass filter 
transients corrupted the start of the upper links orientation data  set making removal 
of the angular offset difficult. This was a result of the upper link’s large initial 
movement, which was also expected here since movement was initiated by impact. 
However, because the impact acted directly on the chair, as opposed to the subject, it 
was not the case. The initial movement appears to be more gradual similar to  what 
occurred in the translating pendulum experiments. As a result, the filter did not have 
to  be initialized. Even though the results shown above are not as good as what was 
obtained in earlier experiments, the system error is still less than  10% of full scale. 
Table 6.1 contains the R ’s and RMSE’s for comparison of the devices for the first 0.5 s.
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Table 6.1: R  and RMSE angular coefficients for head and jaw
Accel vs. Cam (Head) angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9454 0.9787 0.9844
RMSE 5.9921 0.1872 0.0121 rad
A ccel vs. Cam (Jaw) angular acceleration angular velocity angle
R 0.9530 0.9677 0.9790
RMSE 5.9637 0.2014 ^ 0.0144 rad

Based on the results shown in the table above, the  10 g accelerometer system agrees 
well w ith the high speed camera system for angular measurements. The average 
error (RMSE) for the variables shown above is within 10% of the full range for each 
param eter, which is what we were aiming for.

6 .2 .2  H ead  and  Jaw  T ranslational K in em atics

Determination of 2-D translational kinematics for the head and jaw involved the same 
procedure th a t was employed for the double and translating pendulum experiments. 
Translational acceleration was determined from Equation 2.2

a u n k n o w n /N  a k n o w n /N  d~ & N  X  T \ : +  X  (tVjV X  C /yr),

where d unknow rij ^  refers to the acceleration vector at the temple for head kinematics, 
or the point on the chin for jaw kinematics (shown in Figure 6.4) in a fixed body frame. 
Also, aknown/N is two dimensional vector output of an accelerometer attached to either 
body, while ajv and w y are the angular acceleration and velocity vectors for the head 
and jaw and r is the vector from known to unknown acceleration (accelerometer to 
temple or chin), which was derived from high speed camera output. Translational 
velocities and displacements were determined through single and double integration of 
the acceleration vectors. Since the subject started  from rest, and we were interested 
in movement relative to  the bodies s ta rt position, the start values for velocity and 
displacement are both zero. The rotation matrix, which was derived in Chapter 2, 
was used to convert body fixed kinematics to  the global reference frame. O utput 
from accelerometers 1 was used as the point of known acceleration for the head, while 
accelerometer 3 was used as the point of known acceleration for the jaw.

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 overlay plots of X and Y accelerations for the head and jaw. 
The agreement between the devices is not as good as what was seen in the pendulum 
experiments, when overlaying acceleration signals, bu t the same general trends can be
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seen in bo th  data  sets. Also, the difference between the signals, as a percentage of full 
range, is within the accepted value of 10% for both X and Y data  sets. A statistical 
comparison between the devices will be presented later in this section.
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Figure 6.9: Translational X and Y accelerations for the subject’s head
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Figure 6.10: Translational X and Y accelerations of the subject’s jaw

Figures 6.11 and 6.12 compare head and jaw velocities obtained from the accelerom
eter and camera systems. The X-velocities, which were obtained from accelerometer 
output, for the head and jaw appear to  underestim ate the camera output while no 
consistent pattern  can be seen in the Y-velocities.
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Figure 6.11: Translational X and Y velocities of the subject’s head (high-pass 
Butterworth filter with 0.5Hz cut-off)
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Figure 6.12: Translational X and Y velocities of the subject’s jaw (high-pass 
Butterworth filter with a 0.5 Hz cut-off)

The data  shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 are the results of passing the integrated 
acceleration vector through a 4th order high-pass Butterworth filter with a 0.5 Hz cut
off. Although this filter was used in the translating and double pendulum experiments 
and system agreement was acceptable, the results obtained here are not adequate for 
our application; therefore, a different approach must be taken. The shape of the 
X-velocity data  in the crash testing experiment was expected to be different than 
what was seen in the previous chapters. Because pendulum motion is repetitive, the 
velocity is constantly changing as the pendulum  swings. However, in this study, since 
the velocities were measured in the global reference frame, and chair velocity could not 
be subtracted since it was not measured, the  X-velocity appears to increase and holds 
until it leaves the view of the cameras. This is a low frequency movement. Since 
design of a stable filter with a lower cut-off than 0.5 Hz is difficult, a Fast Fourier 
Transform approach, which can eliminate specific frequencies from a data  set, was
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applied. Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the results.
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Figure 6.13: Translational X and Y velocities of the subject’s head (Fast Fourier
Transform filter)
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Figure 6.14: Translational X and Y velocities of the subject’s jaw (Fast Fourier
Transform filter)

In the X-velocity signal, the frequency components from 0-0.3 Hz were removed. 
Although this is close to the Butterworth cut-off, the roll-off of th a t filter could be 
seen up to 1.5 Hz. Based on the range of velocities in the X and Y directions, the 
difference between the systems is not substantial. The uncertainties in translational 
velocity, based on static measurement, from Chapter 3 were 0.132 ™ in the X-direction 
and 0.090^ in the Y-direction. Although the results in the figure above are based 
on dynamic measure, where higher uncertainty is expected, the difference between the 

systems is close to  the static uncertainty.

Figures 6.15 and 6.16 compare the X and Y displacements, which were obtained 
from accelerometers and cameras, for the head and jaw. Figure 6.15, which com
pares head displacements, shows poor agreement between the devices. Because the 
change in X-displacement for the head and jaw is essentially drifting, application of
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a high-pass filter would not have improved the results. The integration process has 
magnified the low frequency components, which need to be reduced in order to ac
curately reproduce the motion, however, a filter would remove them  entirely which 
would not be an improvement. The maximum value for X-displacement in Figure 
6.16A was less than 0.2 m, and the error in accelerometer measurements exceeds the 
expected range of 0.002 m to 0.029 m. However, since we were unable to  apply any 
high-pass filtering, for the reasons stated earlier, no drift could be removed causing 
an increase in uncertainty with time. In the Y-direction, the maximum displacement 
measured by the cameras was 5 mm. However, it was shown in Chapter 3 th a t the 
uncertainty associated with accelerometer derived displacements was expected to be 
between 7 mm and 2.3 cm, which is much larger than the actual motion seen here. 
Therefore, the movements experienced here were too fine for the system to accurately 
measure. The results from the jaw were better. A comparison of X-displacements 
showed good agreement, and the Y-displacements only begin to  deviate after 0.3 s, 
which is after the m ajority of movement. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show the R ’s and RMSE’s 
for comparison of translational kinematic variables obtained from the accelerometers 
and cameras.
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Figure 6.15: Translational X and Y displacements of the subject’s head
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Figure 6.16: Translational X and Y displacements of the subject’s jaw

Table 6.2: R and R1V SE translational coefficients for the head
X -D irection (Head) acceleration velocity displacement
R 0.9866 0.9963 0.9870
RMSE 0.4690 0.0702 0.0897
Y -D irection (Head) acceleration velocity displacement
R 0.9045 0.8451 0.9060
RMSE 0.4460 0.0468 0.0047

W ith the exception of Y-displacement of the head, the relationship between all 
param eters is good based on the R  values. The RMSE values for Y-displacements 
of the head and jaw are nearly the same, however, visually the jaw data appears 
better. The maximum Y-displacement of the head was approximately 5 mm, while 
the maximum Y-displacement for the jaw was approximately 12 mm. Based on 
the uncertainty analysis in Chapter 3, the uncertainty in displacement measurements
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Table 6.3: R and RMSE Translational coefficients for the jaw
X -Direction (Jaw) acceleration velocity displacement
R 0.9234 0.9957 0.9996
RMSE 0.8842 f̂t* 0.0439 f 0.0161 m
Y -Direction (Jaw ) acceleration velocity d isp la c em e n t
R 0.9715 0.9644 0.7660
RMSE 0.5796 ^ 0.0414 ¥ 0.0049 m

with the 10 g system is 3 mm, which is too high to  distinguish the movement here. 
Although the magnitude information was shown to  be inaccurate, the peaks of head 
Y-displacement signals line up well. This could be useful to  researchers who are more 
interested in when peak movement occurs as opposed to the magnitude of motion.

6.3  C onclusions

Based on the results obtained during this experiment, the 10 g system could be used to 
study head and jaw movements during low speed rear-impact. The agreement between 
accelerometer and camera derived angular accelerations, velocities and displacements 
for the head and jaw was very good, which was evidenced by high correlation coeffi
cients and low root mean square errors. The difference between the systems was within 
10% of the full range for angular variables. This was expected since the accelerome
ters performed well in this area during the pendulum  experiments, however, accurate 
determination of translational parameters was more difficult. Since the motion asso
ciated with crash testing involved a less defined and wider spread frequency spectrum 
than  what was seen in the pendulum experiments, a different filtering procedure was 
required for translational X-velocity and displacement. The 4th order high-pass B ut
terworth filter, applied to X-velocities, was replaced by a  Fast Fourier Transform that 
removed the frequency components from 0-0.3 Hz. For X-displacement, no filtering 
was applied since it would not have improved the results.

The agreement between accelerometers and cameras for some kinematic variables 
was better for the jaw than it was for the head. This was shown to be caused by 
lack of system resolution and the increased range of the jaw, based on uncertainties 
determined in Chapter 3. Although m agnitude information was unreliable for Y- 
displacement, there was good agreement between peaks, thus, peak timing could still 
be achieved. This is im portant to  researchers interested in correlating actions, such 
as when maximum jaw deflection occurs etc. Overall, the results of these tests were 
promising. The system could definitely be used to  determine angular kinematics and,
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provided the  motion is large enough, also to  determine translational kinematics. Since 
the accelerations measured were much lower than  expected, 2 g accelerometers could 
have been used, and had more time been available they would have been tested.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and  
R ecom m endations

7.1 S u m m ary

In this thesis, a sensor based system for measurement of head and jaw  movement 
during low-speed rear impact was developed and tested. The system was capable of 
measuring two-dimensional kinematics through the use of low-cost accelerometers and 
MATLAB based data acquisition and analysis software. Prior to impact testing, the 
system was tested by monitoring double and translating pendulum motion.

In the double pendulum experiment, both 2 g and 10 g accelerometer systems suc
cessfully measured the kinematics of a rigid body in pure rotation. For the most part, 
accelerometer derived angular and translational kinematic parameters agreed very well 
with the verification devices. Because the first movement when the pendulum  was 
released was large, initialization of the high-pass filter was required when determining 
angular and translational displacements of the upper-link. W ithout initialization the 
start of the data  sets were distorted which made removing offsets impossible based on 
start values alone. The 2 g accelerometers did produce better translational displace
ments than  the 10 g accelerometers, bu t for all other parameters the systems were 
considered interchangeable.

Translating pendulum tests were used as verification of the 2 g and 10 g systems 
ability to measure the kinematics of a rigid body tha t was translating while rotating, 
and the accelerometers performed very well. As was the case in the double pendu
lum experiment, good agreement was achieved between the devices for angular and 
translational parameters. Although no initialization of the high-pass filter was re
quired, since the motion of the pendulum  started  more gradually, some effects could
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still be seen. Underestimation, which occurred in the final second of the data  set, was 
attributed to  high pass filtering. This was solved by ensuring th a t the duration of 
sampling exceeded the time period of interest. No statistically significant difference 
existed between the results obtained with the 2 g and 10 g systems.

A 10 g accelerometer system was used to  measure head and jaw movements dur
ing low speed rear-impact. Accelerometer derived angular accelerations, velocities 
and displacements, for both head and jaw, agreed well with the high speed cameras, 
however, accurate determination of translational parameters, using the accelerometer 
based system, was more difficult. Because the motion associated with crash testing 
had some characteristics which were not present during pendulum motion, some of the 
filters om itted important components of the signal. By applying more appropriate 
filtering, substantial improvement in the agreement between systems was achieved. 
Some translational kinematic param eters derived for the jaw showed noticeably better 
agreement than  those obtained for the head. This was deemed to be a result of the 
uncertainty being larger than  the param eter tha t was being measured. Only 10 g 
accelerometers were tested since the accelerations were expected to  exceed 2 g’s and 
the time we were allotted to use the test apparatus was limited.

7.2 C onclusions and C o n tr ib u tio n s

The goal of this thesis was to  design a sensor based system that could be used to 
measure head and jaw kinematics during low-speed rear-impact. Although extensive 
research has been done with motion analysis systems for measuring head and torso 
movement during rear-impact, no studies were found where head and jaw movements 
were monitored. Also, the systems employed in these studies typically measured in 
three-dimensions which involves more computation, higher cost and, for optic systems, 
unrestricted view of the subject. In this thesis, the two-dimensional accelerometer 
based system was shown to  adequately measure the majority of head and jaw kine
matic parameters during low velocity rear-impact. The use of low cost accelerometers 
reduced the expense of the system, and because it is sensor based, it does not re
quire an unrestricted view. Taking a two-dimensional approach reduced computation 
without significantly affecting the kinematic parameters of interest. Some ideas for 
improved performance will be discussed next.
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7.3 Im proved P erform ance/F uture Work

A system based on four biaxial accelerometers was proposed and shown to work rela
tively well when compared to  more sophisticated motion analysis techniques. However, 
there is still a lot of room for improvement.

1. One major problem encountered during this thesis was filter transients. Al
though the high-pass filters applied did remove drift from velocity and displacement 
data sets, in some cases the transients th a t resulted caused distortion of the signal. 
This distortion was much more significant for displacement than  it was for velocity. 
One possible solution to  this problem would be to  incorporate a gyroscope into the 
design. This was not done because the angular velocities due to impact were expected 
to exceed the range of a typical gyro, but this was not the case. Also, since a gy
roscope could be used to  determine angular acceleration by differentiating its output, 
the number of biaxial accelerometers required by the system could be reduced from 2 
to 1. Determination of angular displacement would still require integration, but since 
it will only be single integration, significant filtering problems are not anticipated.

2. Initial angular offsets were obtained from verification devices, since large bias 
errors present in 10 g accelerometer data  prevented determination of the angle from 
static measurements. Since this system is meant to be employed independently, it 
must be capable of determining initial angular offsets on its own. The addition of a 
tilt sensor to  the system would make this possible. These devices are inexpensive and 
offer good reliability and repeatability. A more expensive alternative would be to use 
a higher resolution data  acquisition system.

3. The too th  trays th a t were used during the impact tests interfered with proper 
jaw movement, and prevented the subject from fully closing their mouth. These trays 
were necessary to  attach the circuit boards, which contained the accelerometers, to 
either the head or jaw. An alternative approach would be to  cement a bracketing 
system to the teeth  (similar to  the approach taken by Flavel [48]). This requires 
redesign of the circuit boards to reduce their size, but would eliminate the bulk of the 
tray and allow proper movement of the jaw. Because the circuit boards used in this 
experiment were not designed specifically for this application, they contained extra 
sensors th a t were not required. Therefore, reducing their size should not be difficult.

4. The head and jaw kinematics reported during the impact tests were measured 
relative to the ground. A better representation of the subjects movement would have 
been to  take measurements relative to the chair, since this would better represent the 
motion of the head inside a vehicle. By adding an additional channel to  measure chair
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acceleration and placing a reflective marker on the chair, the head and jaw  kinematics 
could be measured, and verified, relative to the chair.

5. Translational jaw data showed noticeably better agreement than  translational 
head d a ta  for some variables. This was a result of inadequate accelerometer sensitivity 
and system resolution. Use of more sensitive accelerometers, such as the 2 g versions, 
and a higher resolution data acquisition system would reduce uncertainty in these 
measurements.
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A ppendix A

A dditional Equipment Theory

A .l  A ccelerom eter T heory

An accelerometer is a device which converts the effects of mechanical motion into an 
electrical signal th a t is proportional to  its acceleration. This can be achieved in a 
few different ways, but only those accelerometers based on spring mass systems will 
be discussed. The theoretical basis for this design comes from Hooke’s law which 
states th a t a spring will exhibit a restoring force proportional to  the amount it has 
been stretched or compressed (F  = kx), and Newton’s second law of motion which 
states th a t a force operating on a mass tha t is accelerated will exhibit a force with a 
magnitude F  =  mo. Figure A .l shows graphic representation of accelerometer theory.

accei

Figure A .l: Simplified accelerometer model

W hen this system experiences acceleration a resultant force equal to  ma will cause 
either compression or expansion of the spring under the constraint F  =  m a  =  kx. 
Therefore, the acceleration can be determined from a - ~  provided the displacement 
is known. This changes the focus of the problem from determining acceleration to 
determining displacement of the mass.

129
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The ADXL 202/210 accelerometers used in this study work in a similar way. The 
mass, which is a micromachined polysilicon structure, is suspended above a silicon 
wafer by polysilicon springs, which provide resistance to acceleration forces. Mea
surement of mass displacement is accomplished with a differential capacitor. A ca
pacitor, which is composed of two parallel plates, is an electrical component th a t stores 
charge. The capacitance of these devices is governed by C  =  ~ , where k is a property 
of the m aterial between the plates, and xo is the distance between them. Therefore, 
through knowledge of capacitance and k  the distance between the plates can be de
termined. The differential capacitor used by the ADXL accelerometers combines two 
simple capacitors as shown in Figure A.2.

X Xc

Figure A.2: Differential capacitor

Plates 1 and 2 are fixed while plate 3, which is attached to  the mass, is free to 
move. W hen the  device is at rest both x \  and £2 are equal to £0 and each capacitor 
displays a capacitance of C  =  W hen the sensor experiences motion, plate 3 moves 
and the differential capacitance, which is defined as the difference between the output 
from the two capacitors, changes proportionally to  the acceleration. Application of 
closed-loop feedback, which involves applying voltage across the capacitor to hold the 
mass in place, improves linearity by using the electrostatic forces to  keep the mass in 
place. In closed-loop feedback the applied voltage is used to determine acceleration.

A .2 C am era Theory

ProReflex MCU 240 cameras will be used with Qualisys’ PC  Reflex software for verifi
cation of accelerometer derived kinematics. The cameras, which were also developed 
by Qualisys, are capable of monitoring high speed motion and delivering high preci
sion measurements. The theory behind their operation involves a group of infrared 
light emitting diodes, which are mounted around the lens, flashing at an integer ffe-
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quency tha t is set between 1 and the maximum capable frequency of the camera (for 
the MCU 240 the maximum is 240 Hz). The infrared light hits reflective markers 
which return  the energy to the lens, in the  form of reflected light, and the 2-D image 
of the marker, which has been reflected onto the CCD (charged couple device) of the 
camera, is digitized and processed in real-time by the capture device. Marker size 
and centroid are determined through a sub-pixel interpolation algorithm. Although 
the actual resolution of the camera is 658 (horizontal) x 496 (vertical) pixels, Qual
isys sub-pixeling technology claims to increases these numbers to 60000 (horizontal) x 
45000 (vertical) sub-pixels, which allows tracking of much smaller movements. Based 
on this resolution the cameras are capable of detecting movements as small as 0.03mm 
in a 2 m x2  m x2 m measurement volume. Once the 2-dimensional coordinates of 
each marker are calculated they are output in real-time to a host computer through a 
serial port. Multiple cameras, which are linked together, can sample simultaneously 
and their combined output can be used to  determine the 3-D position of each marker 
in view. Tables 1 and 2 show examples of the accuracy tha t can be obtained with 
different marker sizes at two different measuring distances.

Table A .l: Camera accuracy from a distance of lm
Marker D iam eter (mm) 240 Hz
4 0.03 mm
7 0.02 mm
12 0.02 mm
19 -

Table A.2: Camera accuracy from a distance of 5m
Marker D iam eter (mm) 240 Hz
4 0.33 mm
12 0.20 mm
19 0.22 mm
30 0.14 mm

These values have been taken from Qualisys’ ProReflex MCU brochure. In this 
study 7 mm diameter markers will be used and the measurement distance will not 
exceed 2 m. One thing to note is th a t in our testing we were only able to obtain a 
maximum resolution of approximately 0.5 mm for a 7 mm marker. Resolution was 
based on the standard deviation obtained from the calibration procedure.
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Figure A.3: ProReflex MCU 240 high speed camera 

A .2.1 C am era S y stem  S et-U p

In this study 3 ProReflex MCU 240 cameras will be used to determine 3-D marker po
sitions. Although only two dimensional measure is required, since the accelerometers 
only measure planar movement, previous experience showed th a t the camera system 
was more stable when three cameras were employed and 3-dimensional measurements 
were taken. The main motion capture device will be directly connected to  the data  
acquisition unit while subsequent cameras are linked together with rj-45 connectors. 
This set-up can be seen in Figure A.4. Accurate measurement requires the cameras be 
placed on non-moving objects, such as tripods, and tha t they be positioned so th a t all 
reflective references are in view of a t least two of the cameras during calibration and 
th a t the  volume where motion will be occurring is in view of all cameras. External 
triggering can be achieved by inputting a 5 V signal to the cameras through a serial 
port, or activation of the camera can be used to  trigger a separate da ta  acquisition 
system by running a line out from the camera which produces a 5 V signal coinciding 
with each exposure initialization.
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Figure A.4: High speed camera set-up

Software

Before any measurements are taken the correct camera linearization files must be 
loaded. This is im portant since location of the reflective markers on the  CCD is 
affected by camera lens type, focus setting, lens mounting alignment over the  CCD 
and lens distortion, which the linearization process corrects. Also, the correct COM 
port, which tells the computer where the d a ta  is coming from, and the correct bau- 
drate, which is the speed tha t d a ta  is collected from the cameras, must be input. PC 
Reflex software is used to record and interpret da ta  collected by the high speed cam
eras. Some features within the program include adjustment of the number of markers 
tracked, time period of the recording, frequency of data collection and external trig
ger activation. Also, there is a buffering mode which allows measurement data  to 
be stored in each camera’s buffer which will not be requested by PC Reflex until the 
entire measurement is finished. This prevents data  loss by giving the cameras more 
tim e to  perform calculations as opposed to  sending the data  directly to  PC Reflex 
during measurement itself, which occurs if this option is not used.
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C a lib ra tio n

Prior to calibration all reflective surfaces in the test area should be removed or covered 
since they will interfere with the process. Calibration begins by placing the L-shaped 
frame, which can be seen in Figure A.5, so th a t the reference structure appears in 
the middle of all the camera’s fields of view. Although calibration can be performed 
with the reference in the view of only two camera, placing it where all cameras can 
see it increases accuracy. In the calibration program the X-axis should be defined 
as the direction of horizontal movement, the Y-axis should be defined as vertical 
movement and the Z-axis should be defined in the direction out of the plane. During 
calibration the wand, which can be seen in Figure A.6, should be moved in all three 
directions. A suitable duration to ensure good calibration for all cameras should be 
20-30 s long. During this tim e period the wand should be moved through the entire 
measurement volume in the X,Y and Z directions focussing on the area where most 
motion is expected to  occur. Calibration should occur at the same sampling rate tha t 
will be used during testing.

Figure A.5: Calibration frame
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\

I

Figure A.6: Calibration wand

A .3 P otentiom eter Theory

A variable resistor is a device used to  alter the  current tha t flows through a circuit. 
This is done by passing a voltage through a resistive element and a movable wiper 
blade. Depending on the position of the wiper blade along the element, a different re
sistance will be present in the circuit, thus, the current can be altered. Potentiometers 
are based on the same idea, but they incorporate an additional term inal so varying 
the wiper position causes changes in voltage as opposed to  current. Figure A.7 shows 
a simplistic model of potentiometer operation.

Resistive Element

Wiper Blade

p t .2

/&

V out

Figure A. 7: Potentiometer diagram
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In a potentiometer a constant voltage is applied across a resistive element. Since 
the resistance of the circuit increases from p t .l  to  pt. 2, measurement of the voltage 
through the circuit formed by the wiper blade will vary. This changing voltage can be 
used to determine at what location along the element the wiper blade is positioned. In 
this thesis a potentiometer will be used to  measure the angle of a double link pendulum 
where the device will be calibrated so th a t the voltage output corresponds to the angle 
of the link.

A .4  Encoder Theory

An encoder is a rotary device th a t outputs digital pulses corresponding to  incremental 
angular motion. This is achieved through the use of a wheel organized in tracks of 
clear and opaque strips. An infrared beam, which is detected by optical sensors, 
is interrupted by the opaque strips on the disk as it rotates. These interruptions 
produce the digital pulses used to determine angular motion. There are two main 
types of rotary encoders: absolute and incremental. Absolute encoders produce a 
unique digital word at each position of the shaft, which requires more bits for higher 
resolution, while incremental encoders use digital pulses obtained during rotation to 
determine the shafts relative position. In this thesis an incremental encoder will be 
used for verification of translating pendulum motion.

An incremental encoder is simpler in design than  an absolute encoder. The 2-bit 
system, which consists of two tracks and two sensors, can distinguish as many positions 
as slots on the track while an absolute encoder, employing the same number of bits, 
can distinguish only four positions. As the incremental encoder shaft rotates pulses 
occur on both channels at a frequency proportional to the speed of the shaft, while 
direction of rotation is determined based on the  phase relationship between the signals. 
Through knowledge of the number of pulses and resolution of the disk, angular motion 
can be assessed. In some cases a th ird  index channel is used as a reference for the 
zero position and to  keep track of full revolutions. Figure A.8 illustrates the code disk 

pattern  and output signals.
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Index

1 .       ---------

channel 1

o -  ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------

1 -        —

channel 2

 0 -----  ---------  ---------  ---------
1 - ------------

Index

o  ---------------------------- --------------------------------------

Figure A.8: Encoder code disk pattern  and output signals

As shown in the above figure, a value of 1 on channel 2 during a transition from 
high to  low on channel 1 will occur during clockwise rotation, while the opposite will 
occur during counterclockwise rotation. This phase relationship is used to  determine 
the direction the encoder shaft is rotating.
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A ppendix B

Filter C ut-off Selection

In this appendix, the frequency spectrum as well as residual analysis plots will be shown 
for accelerometer and high speed camera data  from the double pendulum experiment. 
The purpose of these plots is to demonstrate how the 15 Hz low-pass filter cut-off was 
selected.

B .l  Frequency C ut-off A nalysis

One way to  determine a frequency cut-off is through harmonic analysis. The signal 
can be viewed in the frequency domain as harmonic components by performing a 
Fourier transform. This involves resolving a tim e series into a series of numbers that 
characterize the relative amplitude and phase components of the signal as a function 
of frequency. Another technique is determining the residual [57] between a filtered 
and unfiltered signal over a wide range of cut-off frequencies. Figure B .l shows the 
Fourier transform  of an accelerometer signal from the double pendulum experiment, 
while Figure B.2 plots the residual at a number of cut-off frequencies using a 5th order 
Butterw orth filter.

138
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Figure B .l: Frequency spectrum for a raw accelerometer signal. Amplitude is in
Volts.
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Figure B.2: Residual for an accelerometer signal based on a wide range of cut-off
frequencies

The frequency spectrum in Figure B .l shows no significant components after ap
proximately 2 Hz, however, 15 Hz was used as the cut-off so the system is not limited 
to  applications where only very low frequencies are present. Figure B.2 shows th a t a 
15 Hz cut-off is in the flat region of the residual plot, which means minimal noise will 
pass through the filter. Figures B.3 and B.4 show the same plots generated from high 

speed camera data.
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Figure B.3: Frequency spectrum  for high speed camera position data
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Figure B.4: Residual for high speed camera displacement data  based on a wide range
of cut-off frequencies

Figure B.3, which plots the amplitude of frequency components present in high 
speed camera position data, shows no significant frequency components above ap
proximately 3 Hz. Also Figure B.4, which plots the residual, shows very little noise 
passing through the filter with a 15 Hz cut-off. Based on these results, use of a 15 Hz 
cut-off should adequately remove noise while not limiting the system to low frequency 

measurement.
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